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Resumo

Nesta tese apresentamos os resultados de nossa pesquisa no campo de relatividade numérica.
Inicialmente, focaremos no estudo de fenômenos críticos no colapso gravitacional de cam-
pos escalares não massivos, mostrando que conseguimos obter a solução crítica correta
utilizando tanto o formalismo ADM quanto o BSSN. Nosso estudo se concentra no caso
esfericamente simétrico, onde encontramos valores para o expoente crítico e período de
eco em excelente concordância com a literatura. A universalidade da solução crítica tam-
bém é verificada. Posteriormente, apresentamos os resultados de nossas implementações
de equações de estado avançadas que melhor descrevem estrelas de nêutrons. Validamos
nossos códigos realizando o teste de “hidrodinâmica sem hidrodinâmica” e calculando
as relações “massa vs raio” para as estrelas de nêutrons. Finalmente, aplicamos a nova
implementação para o estudo de uma simulação de fusão de um binário de estrêlas de
nêutrons.

Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave:Palavras-chave: relatividade numérica, campo escalar, fenômeno crítico, estrelas de
nêutrons, equações diferenciais parciais
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Abstract

In this thesis we present the results from our research in the field of numerical relativity.
We initially focus on critical phenomena in the gravitational collapse of massless scalar
fields, showing that we are able to obtain the correct critical solution using both the ADM
and BSSN formalisms. We study the spherically symmetric case to great extent, finding
critical exponents and echoing periods in excellent agreement with the literature. The
universality of the critical solution has also been explored and verified. Then, we present
results from our implementations of advanced equations of state that more accurately
describe neutron stars. We validate our codes by performing the “hydro without hydro”
test and computing “mass vs radius” relations for the neutron stars. Finally, we apply
the new implementation to the study of a binary neutron star merger simulation.

Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords: numerical relativity, scalar field, critical phenomena, neutron stars, partial
differential equations
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As of early 2019, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) and

Virgo Scientific Collaboration have detected gravitational waves which have been emitted

from different black hole mergers [1–7] and neutron star binary inspirals [8–10]. More

recently still, an event has been detected that involves a 23 solar mass black hole and a

2.6 solar mass compact object [11], and our theoretical understanding of this event does

not tell us conclusively whether the compact object is the least massive black hole or the

most massive neutron star ever detected.

The newest updates to the detectors increase their signal-to-noise ratio, allowing us to

detect more and more gravitational waves. Some of these signals, however, will be weaker

since they will come from sources which are further away. This generates an increasing

demand for theoretical models capable of accurately describing these phenomena, since

this description is of paramount importance if we are to understand and predict what was

the physical system that originated a detected gravitational wave, and may result in the

discovery of new physics.

Gravitational waves are emitted when gravity is extremely strong and the equations

of general relativity become highly nonlinear. Numerical relativity consists of numerical

techniques used to solve Einstein’s field equations in this extreme regime, though this is

far from a trivial task.

Over the last few decades a few different techniques have been used in numerical

relativity codes. The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism [12], a popular approach,

decomposes spacetime into space plus time, the so called 3+1 ADM decomposition. The

formalism turns the problem of solving Einstein’s field equations into an initial value

1
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problem, so that once an initial hypersurface satisfying Einstein’s equations at an instant

in time is specified, the formalism constructs the spacetime at later times one spatial

hypersurface at a time.

The 3+1 ADM decomposition is, theoretically, suitable for evolving Einstein’s equa-

tions on the computer, but the resulting set of partial differential equations (PDEs) is

only weakly hyperbolic [13]. As a result, simulations adopting this formalism are largely

unstable due to its propensity to allow high-frequency modes generated from numerical

noise to grow without bounds.

Given these known issues of the ADM formalism, the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-

Nakamura (BSSN) formalism [14–16] has superseded it as the go-to approach to numerical

relativity. This formalism poses the Einstein’s field equations in a strongly hyperbolic [13]

form and has proven to yield robust and stable simulations of dynamical spacetimes. The

BSSN formalism has been used to produce gravitational wave profiles for black hole binary

mergers (see, e.g., [17]) and neutron star binary mergers (e.g., [18]).

The ever increasing demand for accurate predictions of gravitational waves emitted

from mergers of compact objects binaries require the development of robust codes that

are capable of solving Einstein’s field equations both stably and reliably. In this thesis we

present results obtained from, and contributions made to, three different such codes.

The first of them is a code developed during this research project which is intended

to solve Einstein’s field equations using the ADM formalism and study the gravitational

collapse of massless scalar fields: the SFcollapse1D code [19]. This code is faithfully

based on Matt Choptuik’s original studies on the subject [20–22], but makes use of a

simpler infrastructure that allows it to run efficiently even on laptop computers, replacing

the original adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) algorithm [23] with a clever coordinate

transformation that results in the same resolution increase. This code has been open-

sourced [24] recently as well.

The second one is the NRPy+ [25, 26], an open-source [27] infrastructure which allows

us to generate highly optimized and memory efficient C code to evolve the BSSN equa-

tions. We have been in active collaboration with the authors of NRPy+ and have made

contributions to it ourselves. The fruitful results of this collaboration are shown in this

thesis, where we use our codes to study both critical phenomena and neutron stars.

The third one is IllinoisGRMHD [28–30], a code specialized in solving the general
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relativistic magnetohydrodynamics equations to study binary neutron stars. We have

made significant contributions to updating and documenting IllinoisGRMHD over the past

few months. Our latest contributions have been using NRPy+ to generate IllinoisGRMHD,

while also optimizing some of its routines, and adding support for piecewise polytropic

(see [31] for the ones we are interested in) and tabulated equations of state [32]. We note

that out of all of these modifications, only the tabulated equations of state support has

not been completely validated and debugged, hence this version of the code has not yet

been open-sourced.

We emphasize that the contents of this thesis, as well as the research projects that

lead to its writing, have been developed with the goal of creating a new research subgroup

inside Prof. Abdalla’s research group, with the specific intent of studying Numerical Rel-

ativity. To this end, most of the work we have completed is related to code development,

since we started completely from scratch. We are glad to report that we have succeeded in

this enterprise, while also establishing active collaborations with well stablished Numer-

ical Relativity research groups, including the groups which compose the Theoretical and

Computational Astrophysics Network on Binary Neutron Stars (TCAN) [33]. Our most

direct and active collaboration is with the research group of Prof. Dr. Zach B. Etienne,

from the West Virginia University.

This thesis is divided into two parts: I) theoretical background and II) research work.

Although we will not label the appendices as a “part”, we think they contain valuable

information for those who are encountering the topics discussed in this thesis for the first

time, and should viewed as more technical extensions of some of the chapters. Below we

give suggestions regarding when each appendix should be read.

Chapter 2 provides a theoretical introduction to the equations commonly used in nu-

merical relativity. Section 2.1 sets the notation used throughout the thesis. In section 2.2

we briefly review Einstein’s field equations. In section 2.3 we decompose Einstein’s equa-

tions into their (3+1) form using the so-called ADM formalism. Then, in section 2.4 we

provide an introduction to the more robust BSSN formalism, studying its covariant form

in section 2.5. Finally, in section 2.6 we briefly discuss the general relativistic (ideal) mag-

netohydrodynamics equations. We recommend appendices A and B as additional reading

material for this chapter.

In chapter 3 we present our results on the gravitational collapse of a massless scalar
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field. We discuss how to solve the Einstein-Klein-Gordon equations numerically, using the

ADM formalism, in section 3.1. Solving the Einstein-Klein-Gordon equations using the

BSSN formalism is discussed in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we present results that indicate

that a single parameter separates solutions that form black holes from those that do not.

Building on these results, we discuss critical phenomena in section 3.4. Further detail on

the implementations we have used to get to the results presented in this chapter can be

found in appendices C, E, and F.

Neutron stars are discussed in chapter 4. We focus on how to describe a neutron star

on ever increasing levels of accuracy by studying equations of state of increasing sophis-

tication. Starting from a simple polytropic equation of state in section 4.1. Tabulated

equations of state are discussed in section 4.2. The motivation and description for our

study of piecewise polytropic equations of state is found in section 4.3. We provide re-

sults that validate our implementations in section 4.4. Finally, binary neutron stars are

discussed in section 4.5.



Part I
Theoretical Background
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Chapter 2

An introduction to numerical

relativity

Einstein’s field equations are a set of nonlinear, second-order, partial differential equations

that must be solved in order to determine the spacetime metric gµν . Some exact solu-

tions to these equations are known, for example the famous Schwarzschild [34], Kerr [35],

Reissner–Nordström [36–39], and Friedmann–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker [40–47] solu-

tions. It is worth noting, however, that exact solutions of Einstein’s field equations are

indeed quite rare, but approximations and perturbative approaches can still provide us

insight on how spacetime should behave under certain conditions.

When we study the strong field regime of gravity, e.g. on the surface of neutron stars,

our analytic and perturbative methods tend to break down completely. Numerical rela-

tivity is one way to overcome these limitations, where we solve Einstein’s field equations,

in full, using numerical techniques. For anyone who has worked with general relativity in

the past, it is probably quite obvious that numerically solving Einstein’s field equations

is no trivial task either, but as the field of numerical relativity evolved, new formalisms

and techniques allowed us to accurately solve Einstein’s field equations and probe even

the most extreme regimes of gravity. We present in this chapter two such formalisms.

The first and oldest of the two is due to Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner and is called the

ADM formalism [12]. In the ADM formalism, Einstein’s field equations are rewritten in

order to split spacetime into “space plus time”. Spacetime is folliated into hypersurfaces

of constant coordinate time, turning the problem of solving Einstein’s field equations into

an initial value problem. Once an initial hypersurface satisfying Einstein’s field equations

7
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at an instant in time is specified, the formalism constructs the spacetime at later times

one spatial hypersurface at a time.

Robust integration of the ADM equations can be obtained by using the so-called

implicit, or constrained, evolution schemes, and we will give an in-depth example of such

a scheme in chapter 3. Explicit, or unconstrained, time integration of the ADM equations,

however, is unstable. This is due to the fact that the ADM equations are only weakly

hyperbolic,1 making the initial value problem ill-posed. As a result, simulations adopting

this approach tend to allow high-frequency modes generated from numerical noise to grow

without bounds.

To overcome this ill-posedness, a new formalism has been developed by Baumgarte,

Shapiro, Shibata, and Nakamura, the so-called BSSN formalism [14–16]. The BSSN

formalism rewrites the ADM equations into a strongly hyperbolic system of partial dif-

ferential equations by introducing a new set of auxiliary variables. The hyperbolicity of

the ADM and BSSN equations is studied, e.g., in [50–53]. Simulations using the BSSN

equations, coupled with appropriate gauge conditions [54, 55], have been able to produce

gravitational wave profiles for black hole binary mergers (e.g. [17]) and neutron stars

binary mergers (e.g. [18]).

Most objects studied in numerical relativity tend to be either spherical or quasi-

spherical. Despite this fact, the original BSSN formalism was developed with Cartesian

coordinates in mind. It should be obvious that Cartesian coordinates are not the most

efficient way of modeling spherical objects. Moreover, the BSSN equations are not gen-

erally covariant, resulting in very complicated transformations rules for certain tensorial

quantities and, therefore, making it difficult to use them with a different coordinate sys-

tem.

To remedy all of these difficulties, Brown has proposed a modification to the BSSN

formalism that uses a reference metric approach [56], making it generally covariant. With

this generalization, new strategies were developed to handle the coordinate singularities

that arise when using curvilinear coordinates, such as the rescaling of tensors component

by component [57–60] (see also appendix F).

In this chapter we review both the ADM and BSSN formalisms. All the equations will

1See e.g. [13, 48] for relatively intuitive discussions on the concepts of hyperbolicity and [49] for a more
rigorous discussion. We also provide a brief introduction on the subject, based on the first two references
mentioned here, in appendix A.
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be written in full generality, without any specific matter source in mind. Section 2.1 sets

the notation we will use throughout the thesis, followed by a brief review of Einstein’s

equations in section 2.2. In section 2.3 we will show the ADM decomposition of Einstein’s

field equations. In section 2.4 we make the ADM equations strongly hyperbolic by de-

riving the BSSN equations. We then present the BSSN equations in covariant form in

section 2.5. Finally, in section 2.6 we make a brief introduction to the general relativistic

magnetohydrodynamics formalism we will use later on to study neutron stars.

2.1 Notation and conventions

Throughout this thesis we will adopt the metric to have the mostly positive sign convention

(−,+,+,+). We will also adopt, unless otherwise stated, units where GN = 1 = c, called

geometrized units. This means that, for example, the metric for a Schwarzschild black

hole is written, in spherical coordinates, as

ds2 = −
(

1 − 2M
r

)
dt2 +

(
1 − 2M

r

)−1
dr2 + r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2

)
. (2.1)

We adopt index notation throughout the dissertation with Einstein’s summation con-

vention implied. We use Greek letters (µ, ν, . . .) to label indices that describe all of

spacetime, thus running through (0, 1, 2, 3). Meanwhile, Latin letters (i, j, . . .) represent

the spatial components only and therefore run through (1, 2, 3). The spacetime metric,

gµν , is used to raise and lower spacetimes indices from vectors and tensors, i.e.

xµ = gµνxν , (2.2)

and

xµ = gµνx
ν . (2.3)

We adopt the shorthand notation

∂ψ

∂xµ
≡ ∂µψ ,

∂ψ

∂xµ
≡ ∂µψ ,

∂f

∂t
≡ ∂tf ,

∂f

∂r
≡ ∂rf , (2.4)

to express derivatives.

On our discussion of the ADM formalism in section 2.3, we will adopt, as is usual in
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numerical relativity, abstract index notation to represent tensors. Specifically, we will use

the convention that “early” latin indices, (a, b, c, . . .), do not represent a tensor component,

but instead the abstract, coordinate-free tensor itself. Thus, while we view Tµν as the

components of the tensor T = Tµνdx
µdxν on a particular coordinate basis, the object Tab

is to be thought of as the tensor T , not its components. Thus, these letters will be used to

represent tensors that live in spacetime. The “middle” latin indices, (i, j, k, . . .), however,

will continue to be used on tensors which live only on spatial surfaces of constant time.

2.2 Einstein’s field equations

Einstein’s equations relate the curvature of spacetime, as described by the Einstein tensor

Gab, with the energy-momentum tensor, Tab, by

Gab ≡ Rab − 1
2
gabR = 8πTab . (2.5)

The left-hand side (LHS) of equation (2.5) is determined uniquely after specifying the

metric gab, with Rab and R, the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar, respectively, being combi-

nations of the metric and its derivatives. The right-hand side (RHS) of equation (2.5) is

determined uniquely after specifying the matter content of the spacetime. Thus, para-

phrasing one of the most well known sentences physicists use, matter tells spacetime how

to curve, while the curvature tells matter how it should move.

To understand a bit more about the tensors in equation (2.5), it is useful to remind

ourselves of the Riemann curvature tensor, defined as

Rd
acb ≡ ∂cΓdab − ∂bΓdac + ΓdceΓeab − ΓdbeΓeac , (2.6)

where we have already adopted the torsion-free metric connection whose components are

the Christoffel symbols, Γcab, given by

Γcab = 1
2
gcd (∂agbd + ∂bgad − ∂dgab) . (2.7)

The Ricci tensor is then defined as the contraction between the first and third indices

of the Riemann tensor2

2While at first this may seem arbitrary, this is the only index contraction of the Riemann tensor that
is relevant, the others yielding either zero or minus the same result. This is related to the symmetry
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Rab ≡ Rc
acb = gcdRcabd . (2.8)

Finally, the Ricci scalar is defined as the trace of Rab

R ≡ Ra
a = gabRab . (2.9)

Einstein’s equations from a variational principle

Here we sketch the derivation of Einstein’s equations by applying the principle of least

action to the Einstein-Hilbert action, SEH, given by

SEH = 1
16π

∫
d4x

√
−g R , (2.10)

where g is the determinant of the metric gab. Einstein’s equations can then be derived by

considering a small variation of the metric

gab → gab + δgab , (2.11)

assuming δgab infinitesimal. This variation implies a variation in the action of the form

δSEH = 1
16π

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
gabδRab + δgabRab − 1

2
gabδg

abR
]
, (2.12)

where we have already used the identity δ√−g = +1
2
√

−g gabδgab = −1
2
√

−g gabδgab and

kept only terms linear in δgab. Dropping the surface terms3 that arise from the first term

in square brackets in (2.12) we have

δSEH = 1
16π

∫
d4x

√
−g

[
Rab − 1

2
gabR

]
δgab . (2.13)

Coupling the Einstein-Hilbert action with a matter action, Smatter, and defining the canon-

ical energy-momentum tensor as

Tab ≡ − 2√
−g

δSmatter

δgab
, (2.14)

properties of the indices of the Riemann tensor, which we will not go into detail here. See e.g. chapter
V.1 of [61] for a rather pedagogical introduction/review of the subject.

3Again, a more complete description can be found in [61].
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yields, by invoking the principle of least action,

Rab − 1
2
gabR = 8πTab , (2.15)

which are Einstein’s field equations (2.5).

2.3 The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner decomposition

In this section we will discuss the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition [12] of

Einstein’s field equations. Our notation and exposition will follow closely those of [48],

but we will omit some of the derivation and try to make some of the explanations clearer.

Spacetime has no preferred folliation. We could choose to slice spacetime along a par-

ticular spatial direction, say z, and consider then surfaces of constant (t, x, y), in Cartesian

coordinates. However, as humans we tend to choose a folliation which is intuitive to us.

A more “natural” choice would be to slice spacetime into spatial surfaces of constant

time. Why would we choose to folliate spacetime at all is then the next question we

should address. Einstein’s equations make no distinction between space and time, so why

should we? The answer is because by doing this, we turn the problem of solving Einstein’s

equations into a Cauchy problem: we specify some initial condition by telling what is the

initial spatial surface, Σ(t = 0), then evolve this surface in time. A folliation of this kind

is illustrated in figure 2.1.

Spatial surfaces of constant t.

Σ(t)

Σ(t+ ∆t)

t

xi

Figure 2.1: Sketch of a (3+1) spacetime folliation. The gray surfaces, labelled by Σ, are
surfaces of constant coordinate time.
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Let us consider the decomposition of a 4d spacetime manifold M with metric gab

into 3d space plus time. This is what we will call a (3+1)d decomposition. In this

decomposition, we will assume that the spacetime (M, gab) can be foliated into a family

of non-intersecting spatial surfaces, Σ, which can be viewed as level surfaces of a scalar

function t, which can be interpreted as a time function. Let us define the 1-form

Ωa ≡ ∇at , (2.16)

where ∇a is the covariant derivative compatible with the spacetime metric gab. Using the

spacetime metric, we can compute the norm of this 1-form

Ω2 ≡ gab∇at∇bt ≡ − 1
α2 , (2.17)

defined above to have the value −α−2. This value, α, measures how much proper time

elapses between time slices along the normal vector to the slice, Ωa, and is called the lapse

function. We assume α > 0 so that Ωa is timelike and the surfaces Σ are spacelike.

We state here that α depends on the spatial and time coordinates, thus is may take

different values at each point of the surface, which do not necessarily remain constant

throughout the time evolution of the surface. The lapse function encodes our freedom to

slice the time-like evolution as we see fit – the best way to look at it is as a gauge variable.

Let us define the normalized 1-form ωa ≡ αΩa. Then, the unit normal vector to the

slices is

na ≡ −gabωb . (2.18)

This vector is timelike by construction

nana = gabωaωb = −1 , (2.19)

where we have used

na = gabn
b = −gabgbcωc = −δ c

a ωc = −ωa . (2.20)

Now we are ready to define a projection operator, P a
b, which projects the spacetime

components of a tensor onto the spatial surface
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P a
b ≡ δab + nanb . (2.21)

We can apply this projection operator to our 4-dimensional metric

P c
aP

d
agcd = (δca + ncna)

(
δdb + ndnb

)
gcd

=
(
δcaδ

d
b + δcan

dnb + ncnaδ
d
b + ncnan

dnb
)
gcd

= gab + gacn
cnb + ncnagcb + ncnan

cnb

= gab + nanb + nbna − nanb

= gab + nanb

= γab .

(2.22)

The last equality in (2.22) defines the metric γab, which is purely spatial, i.e. resides

entirely in Σ, as

γab = gab + nanb . (2.23)

It is easy to check that the vector na is indeed normal to γab

naγab = na (gab + nanb) = nb − nb = 0 . (2.24)

2.3.1 The extrinsic curvature

The extrinsic curvature, Kab, tells us how our spatial surfaces are embedded in 4d space-

time. We can think of Kab as the “apparent curvature” due to embedding. The canonical

example of this is the cylinder: the cylinder is flat, i.e. parallel transport4 of any vector

on the surface of the cylinder is trivial. In other words, the cylinder has zero intrinsic

curvature. However, when we look at a bottle of water, we perceive it as curved. This is

due to its embedding into 3d space: an ant living on the surface of our cylindric bottle

cannot make an experiment which detects this curvature.

The most intuitive definition of extrinsic curvature is the following. Consider the

normal vector to our surface at a given point. If we now move our normal vector a small
4See e.g. [61] for a good review.
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distance away from our starting point via parallel transport, the extrinsic curvature will

measure the projection onto the spatial surface of the change in na caused by this parallel

transport:

Kab = −P c
a∇cnb = − (∇anb + nan

c∇cnb) . (2.25)

By projecting this change to the spatial surface, we ensure that Kab is both symmetric

and intrinsic to the spatial surface. With this projection, Kab is defined as if all nor-

mal observers followed the geodesic congruence α = 1, which means that it is a gauge

independent quantity. This projection process is illustrated in figure 2.2.

t

x

n⃗ n⃗

(a) A scenario where the extrinsic curvature
is zero.

t

x

n⃗ n⃗′n⃗

∇xn⃗

Kxx

(b) A scenario where the extrinsic curva-
ture is not zero.

Figure 2.2: The figures above illustrate the concept of extrinsic curvature. On figure (a),
we have the normal vector to the surface, n⃗, being transported to the right. The normal
vector does not change and, thus, the extrinsic curvature is zero. On figure (b), however,
the vector n⃗ changes to the vector n⃗′ when moved to the right. The orange dashed arrow
indicates what n⃗′ should be if no change occured. The difference between these vectors is
∇xn⃗, illustrated in red. The extrinsic curvature, Kxx, is the projection of this difference
onto the surface, illustrated in red as well.

Alternatively, but equivalently, the extrinsic curvature may be defined as the Lie

derivative of the metric along the normal direction:

Kab = −1
2

Lnγab . (2.26)

We can also compute the trace of Kab, K = gabKab, from (2.25), which yields

K = −∇cn
c , (2.27)

since na is unitary and thus orthogonal to its gradient. In the case of a homogeneous and
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isotropic universe, K is related to the Hubble constant, H, by K = −3H. In this sense,

negative values of K correspond to an expanding universe, while positive values of K to

a collapsing one.

2.3.2 The constraint and evolution equations

The objective of this subsection is to project Einstein’s equations onto the spatial surfaces.

To do so, we will make use of two well known equations: Gauss’ equation and the Codazzi

equation. Gauss’ equation is nothing more than the projection of each index of the

Riemann tensor onto the spatial surface

P p
aP

q
bP

r
cP

s
dRpqrs = (3)Rabcd +KacKbd −KadKcb , (2.28)

and relates the 4d Riemann tensor, Rabcd, with the 3d Riemann tensor, (3)Rabcd, constructed

from γab, and terms quadratic in the extrinsic curvature. The Coddazi equation represents

a projection of three indices of the 4d Riemann tensor and then the contraction of the

last index with the normal vector

P p
aP

q
bP

r
cn

sRpqrs = DbKac −DaKbc , (2.29)

and relates the 4d Riemann tensor with the spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature.

In equation (2.29), Da are covariant derivatives compatible with the induced metric γab.

These two equations can be thought of as integrability conditions, allowing the embedding

of a 3d slice Σ with initial data (γab, Kab) inside a 4d manifold with metric gab.

The first equation we are interested in is found by contracting (2.28) with gacgbd:

nanbGab = (3)R +K2 −KabK
ab . (2.30)

Replacing Gab = 8πTab gives

nanb (8πTab) = (3)R +K2 −KabK
ab . (2.31)

Then, defining the energy density ρ ≡ nanbTab, we get

H ≡ (3)R +K2 −KabK
ab − 16πρ = 0 . (2.32)
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Equation (2.32) is known as the Hamiltonian constraint. This equation involves no time

derivatives and is gauge independent. It is not related to the evolution of the functions

contained in it, but rather with enforcing a relation that must be satisfied on each spatial

surface. If we specify initial data such that it does not satisfy the Hamiltonian constraint,

then it will not satisfy Einstein’s equations.

The second equation of interest is obtained contracting (2.29) with gacgbd:

P abncGbc = Db

(
γabK −Kab

)
. (2.33)

Then, defining the momentum density Sa ≡ −γqansTqs, and replacing the Einstein tensor

in favour of the energy-momentum tensor we get

Ma ≡ DbK
b
a −DaK − 8πSa = 0 . (2.34)

Equation (2.34) is known as the momentum constraint. This equation, again, gives us no

information on how to move from one slice to the next, but it must be satisfied on each

slice if our data is to satisfy Einstein’s equations.

Having found the relations that must be satisfied on each surface of constant time,

we must now find the equations that take us from one spatial surface to the next. There

is one caveat when doing this. If we start at a particular spatial point (X1, X2, X3) and

travel in the direction normal to the surface Σ(t) at that point to the surface Σ(t+ ∆t),

there is no guarantee that we will end in the same spatial point. This is due to the fact

that na is not dual to the surface 1-form Ωa, since their dot product is not unity

naΩa = −αgab∇at∇bt = 1
α
. (2.35)

Instead, we consider the vector

ta ≡ αna + βa , (2.36)

which is dual to Ωa,

taΩa = αnaΩa + βaΩa ≡ 1 , (2.37)

for any spatial shift vector βa. It is useful to choose ta to be the congruence along which
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we propagate the spatial coordinate grid from one time slice to the next. This means that

ta will connect points with the same spatial coordinates on neighboring slices. We can

also view βa as the projection of ta onto the spatial surface:

P a
bt
b = (δab + nanb)

(
αna + βb

)
= βa + αna − αna

= βa .

(2.38)

Hence, the shift vector will measure the amount by which the spatial coordinates are

shifted within a slice with respect to the normal vector. The situation is illustrated in

figure 2.3.

Σ(t+ ∆t)

Σ(t)
α∆t n̂

Line of constant xi = X i.
βi ∆t

Point xi = X i.

Figure 2.3: Sketch to illustrate the roles of the lapse function, α, and the shift vector, βi.
The figure can be misleading because the two surfaces, Σ(t) and Σ(t+ ∆t), are drawn as
exact copies of one another, but it is sufficient to illustrate the concept.

As we mentioned before, the lapse function α allows us to measure how much proper

time elapses when moving from one surface of constant time to the next. As with the lapse

function, the shift vector βa can also be viewed as a gauge variable, one that allows us to

relable spatial coordinates on each slice in an arbitrary way. These four5 gauge variables

embody the four-fold coordinate degrees of freedom inherent to general relativity. It is

worth mentioning that the choices for α and βa are quite arbitrary, but there are some

common choices used in numerical relativity, some of which we will discuss later.

From equation (2.26), we can show, using (2.36), that

5Remember that naβa = 0 because βa is a purely spatial quantity, thus only 3 of its components are
independent.
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Ltγab = −2αKab + Lβγab . (2.39)

This can be viewed as an evolution equation for the metric, but also as the definition of

the extrinsic curvature. To find our final equation, we contract (2.28) with gac to get

P f
bP

h
d

(
(4)Rfh + neng (4)Refgh

)
= (3)Rbd +KKbd −KbcK

c
d . (2.40)

It is possible to show that [48]

P f
bP

h
d

(
neng (4)Refgh

)
= LnKbd −KbcK

c
d + 1

α
DbDdα . (2.41)

Then, rewriting Einstein’s equations in terms of the trace of Tab, Rab = 8π
(
Tab − 1

2gabT
)
,

and defining Sab ≡ P c
aP

d
bTcd, we can rearrange (2.41) as

LtKab = LβKab −DaDbα + α
(

(3)Rab +KKij − 2KacK
c
b

)
+ 4πα [γab (S − ρ) − 2Sab]

, (2.42)

which gives us an evolution equation for the extrinsic curvature. We now have a full set

of equations to evolve the metric and the extrinsic curvature in time.

2.3.3 Choice of basis vectors

We are now going to consider a particular choice of basis vectors ea(b),6 which have been

completely arbitrary so far. We will introduce a basis of three spatial vectors ea(i) that

reside in a particular surface Σ,

Ωae
a
(i) = 0 . (2.43)

These basis vectors move from one spatial surface to the next along the ta direction. The

fourth basis vector we will choose is ea(0) = ta. Because we want the other basis vectors to

connect the same spatial points on neighboring slices, condition (2.37) implies

ta = ea(0) = (1, 0, 0, 0) . (2.44)

6Jargon alert: when writing ea
(b) as the basis vectors, the index a represents the components of each

basis vector (b).
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From equation (2.43) we find that

Ωae
a
(i) = − 1

α
nae

a
(i) = 0 , (2.45)

which implies that the covariant spatial components of the normal vector have to vanish

ni = (0, 0, 0) . (2.46)

Since spatial tensors vanish when contracted with the normal vector, this also means

that all components of spatial tensors with a contravariant index equal to zero must

vanish. For example, the shift vector must have naβa = 0, and since ni = 0 we get

βa = (0, βi) . (2.47)

For the sake of the reader, let us rewrite here equation (2.36)

ta ≡ αna + βa , (2.36)

which, together with our choice (2.44) and result (2.47), can now be solved for na, yielding

na =
(

1
α
,−βi

α

)
. (2.48)

From the normalization condition nan
a = −1 we find

na = (−α, 0, 0, 0) . (2.49)

The (3 + 1)d form of the 4d metric

Now we are ready to determine our metric in its (3 + 1)d decomposed form. Remember

that γij = gij. Then, using the relation

gab = γab − nanb , (2.50)

and the fact that spatial components of spatial contravariant tensors have to vanish (and

also γa0 = 0), we have
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gab =

 −1/α2 βi/α2

βi/α2 γij − βiβj/α2

 . (2.51)

We can now invert this matrix

gab =

 −α2 + γmnβ
mβn γikβ

k

γjkβ
k γij

 , (2.52)

which, combined with βi = γijβ
j, gives

gab =

 −α2 + βℓβ
ℓ βi

βj γij

 . (2.53)

With all these considerations, our 4d metric has been decomposed into its (3 + 1)d form,

which we can express by the line element

ds2 = (−α2 + βℓβ
ℓ)dt2 + 2βidxidt+ γijdx

idxj . (2.54)

2.3.4 The ADM equations

Finally, we can use our choice of basis vectors to eliminate some of the components in our

constraint equations, (2.32) and (2.34), and evolution equations, (2.39) and (2.42). The

Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are given by

(3)R +K2 −KijK
ij = 16πρ , (2.55)

and

DjK
j
i −DiK = 8πSi , (2.56)

respectively. The evolution equations for the extrinsic curvature and the metric are given

by

∂tKij = βℓ∂ℓKij +Kiℓ∂jβ
ℓ +Kjℓ∂iβ

ℓ −DiDjα

+ α
(

(3)Rij +KKij − 2KiℓK
ℓ
j

)
+ 4πα [γij (S − ρ) − 2Sij]

. (2.57)

and
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∂tγij = −2αKij +Diβj +Djβi , (2.58)

respectively. This set of equations is equivalent to Einstein’s equations and in this de-

composed format is often referred to as the ADM equations.

2.3.5 The polar/radial gauge in spherical coordinates

Here we will fix a coordinate system such that we specify the values of the gauge param-

eters α and βi. Our first assumption will be that of spherical symmetry, so that we use

coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) and our spacial metric has the general form

γij =


a2 0 0

0 b2r2 0

0 0 b2r2 sin2 θ

 , (2.59)

where both a and b are functions of t and r. Furthermore, we must impose the condition

of elementary flatness [62] at r = 0. From a physical perspective, this condition demands

that no conical singularities form around the origin. From a numerical point of view, this

imposes regularity at the origin by demanding that fields do not blow up at r = 0.

Now we want to make sure that our coordinate r is indeed an areal coordinate, meaning

that a surface of constant t and constant r has proper area 4πr2. This is satisfied if

b(t, r) = 1, which is known as the radial coordinate condition.

Regularity at the origin for the radial metric function means setting it to a finite value,

and we choose it to

a(t, 0) = 1 , (2.60)

which will is used as a boundary condition.

With these choices we now have the radial gauge, for which βθ = 0 = βφ. At this

stage we have the following:

1. Our spatial metric is γij = Diag (a2(r, t), r2, r2 sin2 θ).

2. Our shift vector is βi = (βr, 0, 0).

3. The function a(t, r) must satisfy the boundary condition a(t, 0) = 1.
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Now we are ready to impose a condition on α, the polar slicing condition. The polar

slicing is defined by7

Kθ
θ = 0 = Kφ

φ , (2.61)

so that the trace of the extrinsic curvature is K = Kr
r. This condition implies βr = 0 [48].

Therefore our full, (3 + 1)d metric can be written in the simple form

ds2 = −α2(r, t) dt2 + a2(r, t) dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2

)
, (2.62)

which is known as the (3 + 1)d metric in the polar/radial gauge.

2.3.6 A brief comment on degrees of freedom

We here make a simple count of our degrees os freedom to show that we have properly used

all our gauge freedom. We started with 10 degrees of freedom, the 10 components of gµν .

Then, we enforce 4 constraint equations, the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints.

This implies that 4 of the 10 components are no longer independent. Then, we have our

gauge freedom: we can specify α and βi, the lapse function and shift vector, respectively,

and remove 4 degrees of freedom. Thus, 10 − 4 − 4 = 2 degrees of freedom is what we are

left with, which are the two polarizations of gravitational waves, as expected.

2.4 The BSSN formalism

We will now look at an extension of the ADM equations due to Baumgarte, Shapiro,

Shibata, and Nakamura known as the BSSN formalism. The BSSN formalism introduces

new auxiliary variables to improve the stability of the original ADM equations, which,

when coupled with the so-called standard gauge conditions [54, 55], have proven to be

incredibly robust [50–53].

We highly encourage readers who are encountering the BSSN formalism for the first

time to read through appendices A and B, where we discuss the classification of partial
7This might seem confusing since we are imposing the condition on the extrinsic curvature, but this

essentially changes the equation for α, namely the contracted version of (2.39),

D2α = −∂tK + α
[
KijK

ij + 4π (S + ρ)
]

+ βiDiK ,

so that we are effectivelly imposing a condition on our lapse function.
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differential equatoins, notions of hyperbolicity, and go over some of the ideas behind the

modifications we will do to the ADM equations in the simpler case of Maxwell’s equations.

For those interested in a slightly more in-depth exposition of these ideas, but that is still

pedagogical, we recommend [13, 48], while a more rigorous discussion on the hyperbolicity

of partial differential equations can be found in [49].

We start by introducing a new metric, γ̄ij, which we refer to as the conformal metric.

This conformal metric is related to the ADM 3-metric, γij, via the conformal transforma-

tion

γ̄ij = e−4ϕγij , (2.63)

where ϕ is referred to as the evolved conformal factor. We then demand that the de-

terminant of the conformal metric be equal to that of the flat metric, ηij, in whatever

coordinate system we are using. In the original BSSN formulation, ηij is chosen to be the

flat metric in Cartesian coordinates, imposing the constraint

γ̄ = 1 = η . (2.64)

Taking the determinant of equation (2.63) we find the identity

γ̄ = 1 = e−12ϕγ =⇒ ϕ = 1
12

ln γ . (2.65)

Instead of evolving the extrinsic curvature directly, the BSSN formalism decomposes

the extrinsic curvature into its traceless and pure trace parts, namely

Kij = Aij + 1
3
γijK , (2.66)

where K ≡ γijKij. Furthermore, we introduce a conformal counterpart to Aij which is

defined as

Āij = e−4ϕAij and Āij = e4ϕAij . (2.67)

We note that the indices of Āij are raised and lowered using the conformal metric γ̄ij,

hence the transformation equation for Āij above.

To find an evolution equation for ϕ, we start with the evolution equation for γij,
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equation (2.58). Contracting that equation with γij we get

γij∂tγij = ∂t ln γ = −2αK + 2Diβ
i . (2.68)

Expanding the covariant derivative of the shift vector we get

Diβ
i = ∂iβ

i + Γiijβj

= ∂iβ
i + βj

2
[
γiℓ (∂iγjℓ + ∂jγiℓ − ∂ℓγij)

]
= ∂iβ

i + βj

2
γiℓ∂jγiℓ

= ∂iβ
i + 1

2
βj∂j ln γ .

(2.69)

Substituting result (2.69) and the identity (2.65) into (2.68) we obtain

∂tϕ = βj∂jϕ− 1
6
αK + 1

6
∂iβ

i . (2.70)

An evolution equation for K can be found by taking the trace of equation (2.57),

which yields8

∂tK = −D2α + α
[
KijK

ij + 4π (ρ+ S)
]

+ βiDiK . (2.71)

Consider, also

KijK
ij =

(
Aij + 1

3
γijK

)(
Aij + 1

3
γijK

)
= AijA

ij + 2
3
KγijAij + 1

3
K2

= ĀijĀ
ij + 1

3
K2 ,

(2.72)

where we have employed the fact that Aij is traceless and the transformations (2.67) in

the last equality. Combining (2.71) and (2.72) we get, finally, the evolution equation for

K in terms of the BSSN variables

∂tK = −D2α + α
(
ĀijĀ

ij + 1
3
K2
)

+ 4πα (ρ+ S) + βi∂iK . (2.73)

8Recall the the trace is a linear operation, so that ∂ (trM) = tr∂M . We also use the Hamiltonian
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We can obtain an evolution equation for γ̄ij by considering

∂tγ̄ij = ∂t
(
e−4ϕγij

)
= −4γ̄ij∂tϕ+ e−4ϕ∂tγij . (2.74)

We can manipulate this equation to get it into a nicer form, but we omit this derivation

because it is tedious and not very illuminating. The result is

∂tγ̄ij = −2αĀij + βk∂kγ̄ij + γ̄ik∂jβ
k + γ̄kj∂iβ

k − 2
3
γ̄ij∂kβ

k . (2.75)

Similarly, one can write

∂tĀij = ∂t
(
e−4ϕAij

)
= −4Āij∂tϕ+ e−4ϕ∂t

(
Kij − 1

3
γijK

)
, (2.76)

and use the evolution equations for ϕ, Kij, K, and γij to obtain

∂tĀij = βk∂kĀij + Āik∂jβ
k + Ākj∂iβ

k − 2
3
Āij∂kβ

k

+ α
(
KĀij − 2ĀikĀkj

)
+ e−4ϕ [−DiDjα + α (Rij − 8πSij)]TF ,

(2.77)

The superscript TF indicates the trace-free part of a tensor, e.g.

RTF
ij = Rij − 1

3
γijR . (2.78)

We now introduce the conformal connection functions9

Γ̄i ≡ γ̄jkΓ̄ijk = −∂j γ̄ij . (2.79)

The last equality above holds because of the constraint γ̄ = 1. In terms of Γ̄i, the Ricci

tensor associated with the conformal metric can be written as

R̄ij = −1
2
γ̄lm∂m∂lγ̄ij + γ̄k(i∂j)Γ̄k + Γ̄kΓ̄(ij)k + γ̄lm

[
2Γ̄kl(iΓ̄j)km + Γ̄kimΓ̄klj

]
. (2.80)

Note that, with the introduction of the conformal connection functions, the only explicit

constraint (2.55) to obtain equation (2.71).
9This is analogous to introducing the auxiliary variable Γ, as we do in appendix B for Maxwell’s

equations
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second derivative of the conformal metric that appears in the Ricci tensor is in the form

of a Laplace operator, γ̄lm∂m∂l.

If we were to fix the values of Γ̄i, this would be equivalent to choosing a particular

gauge. Instead, we will promote them to new, independent evolution variables. To obtain

an evolution equation for Γ̄i we simply take a time derivative of definition (2.79). Using the

evolution equation for γ̄ij and momentum constraints it is possible to write this evolution

equation as

∂tΓ̄i = − 2Āij∂jα + 2α
(

Γ̄ijkĀkj − 2
3
γ̄ij∂jK − 8πγ̄ijSj + 6Āij∂jϕ

)
+ βj∂jΓ̄i − Γ̄j∂jβi + 2

3
Γ̄i∂jβj + 1

3
γ̄li∂l∂jβ

j + γ̄lj∂j∂lβ
i .

(2.81)

In terms of these new variables, the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints can be

written as

H = γ̄ijD̄iD̄je
ϕ − eϕ

8
R̄ + e5ϕ

8
ĀijĀ

ij − e5ϕ

12
K2 + 2πe5ϕρ = 0 , (2.82)

and

Mi = D̄j

(
e6ϕĀji

)
− 2

3
e6ϕD̄iK − 8πe6ϕSi = 0 . (2.83)

respectively. In these equations D̄i are covariant derivatives compatible with the conformal

metric γ̄ij.

The evolution equations (2.70), (2.73), (2.75), (2.77), and (2.81), as well as the con-

straints (2.82) and (2.83) form a system of equations known as the BSSN equations [14–

16].

With the BSSN equations, we are almost ready to solve Einstein’s field equations.

What we are missing now are gauge conditions that will allow us to determine the lapse

function and the shift vector. As the field of numerical relativity evolved, different gauge

conditions have been tested and the best ones became the standard for the field. The stan-

dard gauge condition for the lapse function is known as the “1+log” slicing condition [54],

and is given by

∂tα = βj∂jα− 2αK . (2.84)
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The standard gauge condition for the shift vector is known as the Gamma-driver

shift [55], and is given by the following system of equations

∂tβ
i = βj∂jβ

i + µSB
i , (2.85)

∂tB
i = βj∂jB

i + ∂tΓ̄i − βj∂jΓ̄i − ηSB
i , (2.86)

where Bi is yet another auxiliary variable and µS = 3
4 and MADM < ηS < 2MADM are

constants. In practice, the term ∂tΓ̄i is replaced by the RHS of equation (2.81).

2.5 Brown’s covariant BSSN formulation

The BSSN equations we have derived in the previous section are specialized to Cartesian

coordinates. This is rather obvious since we impose the constraint (2.64), where ηij is

chosen to be the flat space metric in Cartesian coordinates. One can also immediately

see that the Gamma-driver shift condition is not generally covariant, since βi and ∂tβ
i

transform as contravariant vectors, but the advection term βj∂jβ
i does not, spoiling the

covariance of (2.85).

It is relevant to mention that the advection term is not always present in the Gamma-

driver shift condition (see e.g. [63]), but even without the advection term we have prob-

lems. For example, the connection functions Γ̄i do not transform as a contravariant

vector, but instead as the derivative of a type ( 0
2 ) tensor density of weight −2/3 — a

transformation which we will not even bother writing down.

To fix this issue, we introduce a background metric, γ̂ij, which is independent of the

coordinate time t, i.e. ∂tγ̂ij = 0. Henceforth, all hatted quantities are associated with

this background or reference metric.

The covariant metric can now be thought of as a deformation about the reference

metric,

γ̄ij = γ̂ij + ϵij , (2.87)
10This is a standard terminology to distinguish condition (2.89) from the second option given by Brown,

which is given by
∂⊥γ̄ = (∂t − Lβ) γ̄ = 0 . (2.88)

This second condition is referred to as the “Eulerian” condition [56].
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where ϵij is not necessarily small. The relation between the physical and covariant metric,

however, remains the same and is given by equation (2.63).

We now modify condition (2.64) by imposing, instead, Brown’s “Lagrangian”10 con-

dition [56]

∂tγ̄ = 0 . (2.89)

This condition states that the determinant of the covariant metric remains equal to its

initial value, which we still choose to be the determinant of the flat spacetime metric

ηij. The key difference here is that we do not restrict ηij to be the flat space metric in

Cartesian coordinates. We then set γ̂ij = ηij, i.e. the reference metric is chosen to be the

flat space metric in any particular coordinate system, and thus we have the constraint

γ̄ = γ̂.

The reason why a reference metric is introduced at all is perhaps more apparent when

we consider the modification of the BSSN variable Γ̄i in this new formalism. It is a

well known result from differential geometry that Christoffel symbols do not transform

covariantly between coordinate systems. However, the difference between two Christoffel

symbols is, in fact, a tensor.11 This means that instead of considering the Christoffel

symbol Γ̄ijk to construct a new auxiliary variable, we can introduce the quantity

∆i
jk ≡ Γ̄ijk − Γ̂ijk . (2.90)

The indices of ∆i
jk are raised and lowered using the conformal metric. Then, define the

contraction

∆i ≡ γ̄jk∆i
jk , (2.91)

which is guaranteed, by construction, to transform as a contravariant vector. Finally, we

can define a new independent evolution variable, Λ̄i, which satisfies the initial constraint

Ci ≡ Λ̄i − ∆i = 0 . (2.92)

With these new considerations, and defining the notation
11See e.g. the discussion leading to equation (3.15) in chapter 3 of [64] for a pedagogical derivation of

this result.
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∂⊥ ≡ ∂t − Lβ , (2.93)

where Lβ is the Lie derivative along the shift vector βi, Brown’s “Lagrangian” formulation

of the BSSN equations is given by

∂⊥γ̄ij = −2
3
γ̄ijD̄kβ

k − 2αĀij (2.94)

∂⊥Āij = −2
3
ĀijD̄kβ

k − 2αĀikĀkj + αĀijK

+ e−4ϕ
[

− 2αD̄iD̄jϕ+ 4αD̄iϕD̄jϕ+ 4D̄(iαD̄j)ϕ

− D̄iD̄jα + α(R̄ij − 8πSij)
]TF

(2.95)

∂⊥ϕ = 1
6
D̄kβ

i − 1
6
αK (2.96)

∂⊥K = α

3
K2 + αĀijĀ

ije−4ϕ(D̄2α + 2D̄iαD̄iϕ) + 4πα(ρ+ S) (2.97)

∂⊥Λ̄i = γ̄jkD̂jD̂kβ
i + 2

3
∆iD̄jβ

j + 1
3
D̄iD̄jβ

j − 4
3
αγ̄ij∂jK

− 2Ājk(δij∂kα− 6αδij∂kϕ− α∆i
jk) − 16παγ̄ijSj. (2.98)

In the set of equations above, D̄i are covariant derivatives compatible with the conformal

metric γ̄ij, while D̂i are covariant derivatives compatible with the reference metric γ̂ij.

Note that Brown’s original formulation of equations (2.94)–(2.98) did not include the

source terms above, which we have included according to [65].

Brown also suggests covariant versions of the standard gauge conditions, namely12

∂tα = βjD̄jα− 2αK , (2.99)

∂tβ
i = βjD̄jβ

i + 3
4
Bi , (2.100)

∂tB
i = βjD̄jB

i +
(
∂tΛ̄i − βjD̄jΛ̄i

)
− ηSB

i . (2.101)

This new set of equations, including the gauge conditions, is known as the moving

puncture approach [55, 66, 67]. We will use these equations, or close modifications of

them, to study both the gravitational collapse of massless scalar fields, in chapter 3, and

12The “1+log” condition is not actually modified, since D̄jα = ∂jα.
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neutron stars, in chapter 4.

2.6 General relativistic magnetohydrodynamics

We will now provide a very brief introduction to the equations of general relativistic

(ideal) magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD). Einstein’s equations in the presence of a mat-

ter source are given by equation (2.5). We will now consider the case where the energy-

momentum tensor is composed of a perfect fluid and that of electromagnetism, for which

we must then solve the Einstein-Maxwell equations. We will also assume the limit of

infinite conductivity (ideal magnetohydrodynamics).

The first equation we consider, following the assumptions above, is the conservation

of baryon number

∇µ (ρ0u
µ) = 0 , (2.102)

where ∇µ is the covariant derivative compatible with gµν , ρ0 the fluid rest-mass density,

and uµ the fluid four-velocity. A second conservation equation is that of conservation of

energy-momentum,

∇µT
µν = 0 , (2.103)

where Tµν = Tmatter
µν +TEM

µν is the total energy-momentum tensor, composed of the perfect

fluid, Tmatter
µν , and electromagnetic, TEM

µν , energy-momentum tensors in the ideal magne-

tohydrodynamics (MHD) limit (uµF µν = 0).

The dynamics of the eletromagnetic field are captured by the homogeneous Maxwell’s

equations,

∇νF
∗µν = 1√

−g
∂ν
(√

−gF ∗µν
)

= 0 , (2.104)

where F ∗µν ≡ 1
2ϵ
µνρσFρσ is the dual of the Faraday tensor F µν , with ϵµνρσ the totally

antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol. Coupled with the BSSN equations we have seen in

the previous section, we have the full set of GRMHD equations.

Notice that Einstein’s equations in their standard form, equation (2.5), were not suited

for numerical integration. Analogously, the MHD equations (2.102), (2.103), and (2.104)
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are not suitable for numerical integration. Instead, we write down these equations in

conservative form (as in [68], for example)

∂tC⃗ + ∇jF⃗
j = S⃗ , (2.105)

where F⃗ j is the flux vector along the spatial direction xj, C⃗ is the vector of conservative

variables, and S⃗ is the vector of source terms. These vectors depend directly on the

“primitive” variables of GRMHD, which are chosen to be

P⃗ =



ρ0

P

vi

Bi


, (2.106)

where P is the pressure, vi = ui

u0 is the fluid three-velocity, and Bi are the spatial compo-

nents of the magnetic field as measured by normal observers. We then make a choice of

conservative variables which can be written in terms of these primitives as [68]

C⃗ =



ρ⋆

τ̃

S̃i

B̃i


=



α
√
γρ0u

0

α2√γT 00 − ρ⋆(
ρ⋆h+ αu0√γb2

)
ui − α

√
γb0bi

√
γBi


, (2.107)

where h = 1 + ϵ + P
ρ0

is the specific enthalpy, ϵ the specific internal energy, and bµ =

Bµ
(u)/

√
4π, with Bµ

(u) the magnetic field measured by an observer comoving with the fluid.

The total energy-momentum tensor can be written as

T µν =
(
ρ0h+ b2

)
uµuν +

(
P + b2

2

)
gµν − bµbν . (2.108)

We will be using the code IllinoisGRMHD to solve the GRMHD equations [28]. In

IllinoisGRMHD, the evolution equation for the conservative variables are

∂t


ρ⋆

τ̃

S̃i

+ ∂j


ρ⋆v

j

α2√γT 0j − ρ⋆v
j

α
√
γT ji

 =


0

s

1
2α

√
γTαβ∂igαβ

 , (2.109)
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where

s = α
√
γ
[(
T 00βiβj + 2T 0iβj + T ij

)
Kij −

(
T 00βi + T 0i

)
∂iα

]
. (2.110)

The remaining evolution equation is the magnetic induction equation, which in con-

servative form may be written as

∂tB̃
i + ∂j

(
vjB̃i − viB̃j

)
= 0 . (2.111)

However, if this equation is used as above, numerical truncation errors may cause the

violation of the no-monopoles constraint

∂iB̃
i = 0 . (2.112)

To remedy this, we introduce a magnetic 4-vector potential [69, 70],

Aµ = nµΦ + Aµ . (2.113)

The magnetic field can be written in terms of the vector potential Ai as

B̃i = ϵijk∂jAk . (2.114)

We use special finite difference operators in this last equation, which guarantee that

condition (2.112) is satisfied to roundoff error.

We now want to rewrite the induction equation in terms of Aµ. First, note that Aµ is

purely spatial, i.e. nµAµ = 0, which imply that

nµAµ = 0 = ntAt + niAi = 1
α

(
At − βiAi

)
=⇒ At = βiAi . (2.115)

We now need the Faraday tensor (cf. equation (28) in [71])

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ = nµEν − nνEµ + ϵµνσB̃
σ , (2.116)

and the ideal MHD condition, uµF µν = 0, which can be written as (see equation (46)

in [71])
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αEi = ϵijk
(
vj + βj

)
B̃k . (2.117)

Now consider equation (2.116) with µ = t and ν = i,

Fti = ∂tAi − ∂jAt = ntEi − niEt + ϵtijB̃
j . (2.118)

Furthermore, consider the identities

At = ntΦ + At = −αΦ + βjAj , (2.119)

Ai = niΦ + Ai = Ai , (2.120)

ntEi = −αEi = −ϵijk
(
vj + βj

)
B̃k , (2.121)

niEt = 0 , (2.122)

ϵtijB
j = ϵijkβ

jB̃k , (2.123)

where in the first equation we have used relation (2.115), in the third one we have

used (2.117), and in the last one we used

ϵtij = nµϵµtij

= ntϵttij + nkϵktij

= −βk

α
ϵktij

= +β
k

α
ϵtijk

= +βknµϵµijk

= +βkϵijk , (2.124)

where we use the projection nλϵλµνσ = ϵµνσ and, in the fifth equality we have used the

identity
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βknµϵµijk = βk
(
ntϵtijk + nmϵmijk

)
= βk

(
α−1ϵtijk − α−1βmϵmijk

)
= βk

α
ϵtijk − 1

α
βmβkϵmijk

= βk

α
ϵtijk , (2.125)

since βmβk is symmetric under m ↔ k but ϵmijk is antisymmetric. Then, returning to

equation (2.118), but considering all these new identities, we have

∂tAi − ∂i
(
−αΦ + βjAj

)
= −ϵijk

(
vj + βj

)
B̃k + ϵijkβ

jB̃k , (2.126)

which yields the evolution equation

∂tAi = ϵijkv
jB̃k − ∂i

(
αΦ − βjAj

)
. (2.127)

We are now left with the task of choosing a gauge condition. IllinoisGRMHD adopts

the generalized Lorenz gauge conditon [72], which yields the evolution equation

∂t [
√
γΦ] + ∂j

(
α

√
γAj − βj [√γΦ]

)
= −ξα [√γΦ] , (2.128)

for the scalar potential Φ. In this last equation, ξ is a parameter with dimensions of inverse

length, chosen so that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (see appendix D)

remains satisfied, and we note that the evolved variable is
[√
γΦ
]
.

Finally, to close the system of equations, we must specify an equation of state (EOS),

which relates the pressure to other primitive variables, typically the fluid rest-mass density,

ρ0. More sophisticated equations of state may also include other dependencies, for example

on the temperature T or on the electron fraction Ye. We will talk more about equations

of state when we discuss neutron stars in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Gravitational collapse of massless

scalar fields

In 1993, Matt Choptuik published a seminal paper announcing the discovery of critical

phenomena in his studies of a massless scalar field propagating in a dynamical space-

time [20]. Choptuik found solutions of the Einstein-Klein-Gordon (EKG) equations, S [η],

which depended on a parameter η. He found a critical value for this parameter, η∗, such

that solutions with η > η∗ were comprised of spacetimes where the scalar field collapsed

and formed a black hole, while solutions with η < η∗ were characterized by full dispersion

of the scalar field, resulting in flat space as the end state.

By performing several supercritical runs (i.e. with η > η∗), Choptuik conjectured that

the masses of the black holes formed near criticality followed the power law

MBH ∝ |η − η∗|γ , (3.1)

where γ, the critical exponent, is universal.1 The sense in which the critical exponent

is said to be universal is the following: given a particular matter source, in this case

a massless scalar field, the numerical value of the critical exponent is the same for all

possible initial conditions. In his paper, Choptuik performed runs with four different

initial data families and they all resulted in the same numerical value γ ≈ 0.37.

Furthermore, there is a periodicity on the behaviour of the scalar field and metric

quantities which is observed on ever smaller spatiotemporal scales. This periodicity is

1Note that γ here is just a number and not the determinant of the physical metric γij . This is a
standard terminology and we hope there is no confusion.

39
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better observed in terms of logarithmic variables, such as the logarithmic proper time (to

be defined below). Choptuik found, for example, that given a value of the logarithmic

proper time, Λ, the same behaviour of the scalar field is observed at Λ+∆, with ∆ = 3.43,

but on a scale which is e∆ ≈ 30 times smaller than the first one. The reappearance of the

solution at logarithmic time intervals ∆ is known as echoing, and ∆ is the echoing period,

which is also universal.

After Choptuik’s discovery, many other studies were performed, considering, for exam-

ple, different matter sources and spacetime dimensions (we recommend [73, 74] for good

reviews). Choptuik’s results have also been confirmed by other, independent studies. Us-

ing perturbation theory, the universal exponent has been found to be γ ≈ 0.374 [75, 76],

while the echoing period has been shown to be ∆ = 3.445452402(3) using semi-analytical

methods [77].

The power law behaviour discovered by Choptuik has also been modified to [75, 78]

lnMBH = C + γ ln |η − η∗| + f (ln |η − η∗|) , (3.2)

where f(x) is a function which is periodic in x with angular frequency

ω = 4πγ
∆

. (3.3)

Given the generality of the arguments used to show the behaviour (3.2) for the black hole

mass near criticality, a quantity A with dimension of length α can be inferred to satisfy

A ∝ |η − η∗|αγ , (3.4)

and, therefore,

ln A = C + αγ ln |η − η∗| + f (ln |η − η∗|) . (3.5)

It is also relevant to mention that Choptuik’s original discovery made use of a nu-

merical code that solved the EKG equations using the ADM formalism. However, similar

results have also been found using the BSSN formalism (e.g. in [79, 80]), and, in partic-

ular, cases where the spherical symmetry condition is relaxed have been studied in [80].

In this chapter we report our results on the gravitational collapse of massless scalar
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fields. We studied this problem using both the ADM and BSSN formalisms, and our

results are in excellent agreement with the literature. In section 3.1 we will talk about

solving the EKG equations using the ADM formalism and the polar/radial gauge. We

will also talk about the development of our own numerical code to solve these equations.

In section 3.2 we will talk about solving the EKG equations using the BSSN formalism.

We note that we discuss the Klein-Gordon equations separately for each formalism, since

some auxiliary variables are defined in slightly different ways. In section 3.3 we report

preliminary results that characterize subcritical (η < η∗) and supercritical (η > η∗) runs,

and in section 3.4 we discuss critical phenomena.

3.1 The ADM approach

The gravitational collapse of a massless scalar field is studied by minimally coupling it to

gravity, which is described by the action

S =
∫
d4x

√
−g

[ 1
16π

R − 1
2
gµν∂µψ∂νψ

]
, (3.6)

where gµν is the inverse of the physical 4-metric gµν , g is the determinant of gµν , and ψ is

a massless scalar field. The energy-momentum tensor for a massless scalar field is given

by

Tψµν = − 2√
−g

δLψ

δgµν
= ∂µψ∂νψ − 1

2
gµν∂αψ∂

αψ , (3.7)

where Lψ =
√

−g
2 gµν∂µψ∂νψ is the Lagrangian density of a massless scalar field.

We adopt the metric in the polar/radial gauge, equation (2.62). This means that

our metric variables are (α, a,Kr
r), with the shift vector and all other components of the

extrinsic curvature being zero. With this metric choice, the Klein-Gordon equation, which

is obtained by varying action (3.6) with respect to ψ, reads

∂t

(
a

α
∂tψ

)
= 1
r2∂r

(
r2α

a
∂rψ

)
. (3.8)

At this point, we introduce the two auxiliary fields

Ψ (t, r) ≡ ∂rψ (t, r) , Π (t, r) ≡ a (t, r)
α (t, r)

∂tψ (t, r) , (3.9)
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so that the Klein-Gordon equation can be traded by two first-order (in time and space)

partial differential equations

∂tΨ = ∂r

(
α

a
Π
)
, (3.10)

∂tΠ = 1
r2∂r

(
r2α

a
Ψ
)
. (3.11)

The energy density, ρ = nµnνTψµν = α2Tψtt , is given by

ρ = Ψ2 + Π2

2a2 . (3.12)

In this coordinate system, K = Kr
r, and therefore the Hamiltonian constraint is

reduced to

H = (3)R − 16πρ . (3.13)

Our gauge choice implies that the spatial Ricci scalar associated γij is given by

(3)R = 4
ra2

(
∂ra

a
+ a2 − 1

2r

)
, (3.14)

which finally imply that the Hamiltonian constraint is given by

H = 4
ra2

(
∂ra

a
+ a2 − 1

2r

)
− 8π

(
Ψ2 + Π2

a2

)
. (3.15)

Since we know that H = 0 analytically, we can write the equation above as a constraint

that must be satisfied at each hypersurface, namely

∂ra

a
+ a2 − 1

2r
= 2πr

(
Ψ2 + Π2

)
. (3.16)

The last equation used by Choptuik follows from the polar slicing condition Kθ
θ = 0 = Kφ

φ

for all times. This implies that ∂tKθθ = 0, which in turn implies the relation

∂tKθθ = −DθDθα + α (3)Rθθ + 4πα
[
r2 (S − ρ) − 2Sθθ

]
= 0 , (3.17)

2The following identities are useful to obtain this relation:

Sii = Tϕ
ii , S =

(
3Π2 − Φ2)

2a2 , (3)Rθθ = r

a3 ∂ra+ a2 − 1
a2 , DθDθα = r

a2 ∂rα .
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leading to the constraint equation2

∂rα

α
− ∂ra

a
− a2 − 1

r
= 0 . (3.18)

Equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.16), and (3.18) are equations (3)-(5) in Choptuik’s original

paper [20]. Notice that in this approach we are explicitly evolving the massless scalar field

in time using the Klein-Gordon equations, but α and a are “evolved” by finding consistent

values of them that satisfy the conservation of energy and polar slicing condition. This

evolution scheme is referred to as being fully constrained, since all ADM variables are

“evolved” using constraint equations. Notice, also, that we did not present an evolution

equation for Kr
r. This is because, in this gauge, the equation that Kr

r must satisfy is

algebraic (i.e. not a differential equation), and thus it does not need to be evolved.

One disadvantage of choosing this fully constrained approach is that equations (3.16)

and (3.18) are elliptic (see appendix A). Solving elliptic equations is, generally, far more

costly from a computational point of view. Moreover, equation (3.16) is also non-linear,

requiring a Newton-Raphson solver to obtain the values of a. This makes the overall

integration algorithm a bit awkward, since we are not able to simply implement, say, a

standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta time stepper.

However, this choice is not an accident. As we have discussed in chapter 2, the ADM

equations are only weakly hyperbolic (see also appendix A), and using them to explicitly

evolve γij and Kij in time will lead to instabilities that we cannot remove. Thus we opt

for a less efficient, but stable, numerical evolution scheme.

3.1.1 The SFcollapse1D code

We solve the EKG equations, in the ADM formalism, using the SFcollapse1D code [19].

SFcollapse1D has been developed using the C++ programming language, using best pro-

gramming practices. It is an open-sourced [24], well-documented, and user friendly code.

This code has been specially developed for solving the EKG equations using the ADM

formalism in the polar/radial gauge. Therefore, it is highly optimized at solving this par-

ticular system of equations, but only this system. Changing the problem even slightly,

by considering a different gauge choice or changing the matter content, would require
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rewriting, or making major modifications, to SFcollapse1D. This means it is not an ideal

code for us to use moving forward, and we refer the reader to the next section for more

on this subject.

A typical run of the SFcollapse1D code starts by specifying an initial condition for

the scalar field, ψ. This usually means setting ψ(0, r), which is then translated to initial

conditions that the auxiliary fields must satisfy. Using the initial values for Ψ and Π, the

code then solves the Hamiltonian constraint (3.16) and polar slicing condition (3.18) to

obtain consistent values of a and α, respectively, that satisfy Einstein’s equations on the

initial hypersurface.

Since our integration scheme uses centered, second-order accurate finite differences, it

is a “three time levels” scheme. This means that specifying (Ψ,Π, a, α) at t = 0 is not

enough to perform a “standard” integration using the scheme. To overcome this, Ψ and

Π are integrated to t = ∆t using a second-order accurate Runge-Kutta method, after

which a and α are computed. This is only done on the very first integration step. After

obtaining all the fields at t = 0 and t = ∆t, a set of values we refer to as initial data, the

code evolves them in time using the procedure described below.

SFcollapse1D solves the EKG equations by using centered, second-order accurate

finite differences to discretize equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.16), and (3.18) (see appendix E

for more information on the discretization scheme). The code then evolves the scalar

field auxiliary variables, Ψ and Π, explicitly in time using equations (3.10) and (3.11),

respectively. The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy factor3 used is 0.5. After having Ψ and Π on

the next hypersurface, the procedure to obtain the initial data is repeated to determine

a and α. The Hamiltonian constraint is solved by introducing a new variable

A ≡ ln a . (3.19)

A Newton-Raphson solver is then used to determine the value of A on the hypersurface,

from which a is computed via a = eA. The polar slicing condition is simpler to solve,

resulting in a linear equation for the lapse function in terms of the radial metric.

Throughout the evolution, we impose Neumann boundary conditions for the scalar

field variables at the origin,

3See appendix D.
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Ψ(t, 0) = 0 , (3.20)

∂rΠ(t, 0) = 0 , (3.21)

and outgoing radiation boundary conditions at the outer boundary,

(
∂t [rψ(t, r)] + ∂r [rψ(t, r)]

)∣∣∣
r=rmax

= 0 , (3.22)

which is applied to the scalar field ψ itself. Then, values of Ψ and Π which are consistent

with this boundary condition are computed from ψ. The discretization of this equation,

in spherical coordinates, reads

ψn+1
J =

( 3
∆t

+ 2
rJ

+ 3
∆r

)−1 [4ψnJ − ψn−1
J

∆t
+ 4ψn+1

J−1 − ψn−1
J−2

∆r

]
, (3.23)

where the index J corresponds to rmax. Note that this is also a O (∆r2 + ∆t2) approxi-

mation.

To solve the elliptic equations that determine the radial metric and lapse functions

iteratively, we must provide their values at the inner boundary. The boundary condition

for a follows from the elementary flatness condition discussed in section 2.3.5,

a(t, 0) = 1 . (3.24)

For the lapse function we set its value to unity at the origin,

α(t, 0) = 1 , (3.25)

which is a regularity condition that also sets the coordinate time at the origin is equal to

the proper time. We also perform a so-called rescaling of the lapse function [81], which

multiplies the lapse on the entire hypersurface by

κ = min
0≤j≤J

(
aj
αj

)
. (3.26)

Note that the polar slicing condition is homogeneous in α, so multiplying α by a constant

means that the condition is still satisfied. This procedure ensures that no signals propagate
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faster than the speed of light, by typically setting α = a−1 at the outer boundary [81].

Some extra features of the SFcollapse1D code are listed below, while algorithm 3.1

shows how SFcollapse1D solves the EKG equations in pseudocode form.

• Collapse of the lapse: the code periodically checks whether or not the lapse

function α has dropped below a user-specified threshold ϵα. When the criterion

α < ϵα is met, the code interupts the time integratiion and characterizes the run

as being in the strong field regime. We are able to infer this because around the

singularity we have α → 0, which is known as the freezing of the lapse or collapse

of the lapse.

• NaN checker: the code also periodically checks whether or not any of the evolved

functions, (ψ,Ψ,Π, a, α), have become NaN, ending the run if that is the case.

• Run information: integration progress is constantly printed so that the user is

able to track how much of the run has already been completed. The program also

shows the time elapsed during the run and estimates the amount of time required

to complete the run.

• Central values: Central values (i.e. values at r = 0) of certain quantities, such

as ψ, α, and ρ, the energy density, are periodically outputted so that we can study

critical phenomena.
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1 begin Initial condition
2 Set the initial condition for ψ0

j , Ψ0
j , and Π0

j ;
3 Impose inner boundary conditions to Ψ0

0, a0
0, and α0

0;
4 Solve the Hamiltonian constraint to determine a0

j ;
5 Solve the polar slicing condition to determine α0

j ;
6 Perform the rescaling of the lapse function;
7 begin Initial data
8 Apply inner boundary conditions to set Ψ

1/2
0 , a1/2

0 , and α
1/2
0 ;

9 for j = 1 to Nr − 1 do
10 if j = 1 then start by computing ψ1/2

0 ;
11 Perform a half-step integration, compute ψ1/2

j , Ψ
1/2
j , and Π

1/2
j ;

12 Apply outgoing radiation boundary conditions to ψ1/2

Nr
;

13 Apply inner boundary conditions to find Π
1/2
0 ;

14 Compute Ψ
1/2

Nr
and Π

1/2

Nr
;

15 for j = 0 to Nr do
16 Solve the Hamiltonian constraint to determine a1/2

j ;
17 Solve the polar slicing condition to determine α1/2

j ;

18 Perform the rescaling of the lapse function;
19 Apply inner boundary conditions to set Ψ1

0, a1
0, and α1

0;
20 for j = 1 to Nr − 1 do
21 if j = 1 then start by computing ψ1

0 ;
22 Perform a single-step integration, compute ψ1

j , Ψ1
j , and Π1

j ;

23 Apply outgoing radiation boundary conditions to ψ1
Nr

;
24 Apply inner boundary conditions to find Π1

0;
25 Compute Ψ1

Nr
and Π1

Nr
;

26 for j = 0 to Nr do
27 Solve the Hamiltonian constraint to determine a1

j ;
28 Solve the polar slicing condition to determine α1

j ;

29 Perform the rescaling of the lapse function;
30 begin Evolution
31 while t < tfinal do
32 Apply inner boundary conditions to set Ψn

0 , an
0 , and αn

0 ;
33 for j = 1 to Nr − 1 do
34 if j = 1 then start by computing ψn

0 ;
35 Compute ψn

j , Ψn
j , and Πn

j ;

36 Apply outgoing radiation boundary conditions to ψn
Nr

;
37 Apply inner boundary conditions to find Πn

0 ;
38 Compute Ψn

Nr
and Πn

Nr
;

39 for j = 1 to Nr do
40 Solve the Hamiltonian constraint to determine an

j ;
41 Solve the polar slicing condition to determine αn

j ;

42 Perform the rescaling of the lapse function;

Algorithm 3.1: The SFcollapse1D program’s pseudocode.

3.2 The BSSN approach

In the BSSN formalism, we will need a more general form of the EKG equations, since we

do not assume γij to be in a specific gauge. We then start over from the Klein-Gordon

equation,
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∇µ (∇µψ) = 0 . (3.27)

The auxiliary variable Π from the previous section is now defined as

Π ≡ − 1
α

(
∂tψ − βi∂iψ

)
. (3.28)

Note that this definition is not equivalent to the previous one. We then use Π to write

the Klein-Gordon equation as two first order (in time) partial differential equations,

∂tψ = βi∂iψ − αΠ ,

∂tΠ = βi∂iΠ + αK Π − γij
(
∂jψ ∂iα− αΓkij ∂kψ + α ∂i∂jψ

)
. (3.29)

We now must write these equations in terms of the BSSN variables,

(
γ̄ij, Āij, K, ϕ, Λ̄i, α, βi, Bi

)
. (3.30)

Let us consider the identity

Γkij = Γ̄kij + 2
(
δkiD̄jϕ+ δkjD̄iϕ− γ̄ij γ̄

kℓD̄ℓϕ
)
. (3.31)

Then, consider the term that contains Γkij on the right-hand side of ∂tΠ:

α γijΓkij ∂kψ = αe−4ϕγ̄ij
[
Γ̄kij + 2

(
δkiD̄jϕ+ δkjD̄iϕ− γ̄ij γ̄

kℓD̄ℓϕ
)]
∂kψ . (3.32)

Focusing on the term in parenthesis, we have (ignoring, for now, a few non-essential

multiplicative terms and replacing D̄iϕ = ∂iϕ)

2γ̄ij
(
δkiD̄jϕ+ δkjD̄iϕ− γ̄ij γ̄

kℓD̄ℓϕ
)
∂kψ = 2

(
γ̄kj∂jϕ+ γ̄ki∂iϕ− 3γ̄kℓ∂ℓϕ

)
∂kψ

= 2
(
γ̄ij∂iϕ+ γ̄ij∂iϕ− 3γ̄ij∂iϕ

)
∂jψ

= −2γ̄ij∂jψ∂iϕ , (3.33)
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so that

α γijΓkij ∂kψ = e−4ϕγ̄ij
(
αΓ̄kij ∂kψ − 2α∂jψ∂iϕ

)
(3.34)

For the rest of the equation, all we need to do is replace γij → e−4ϕγ̄ij, so that the

Klein-Gordon equation becomes

∂tΠ = βi∂iΠ + αK Π − e−4ϕγ̄ij
(
∂jψ ∂iα− α Γ̄kij ∂kψ + α ∂i∂jψ + 2α ∂jψ ∂iϕ

)
. (3.35)

Note that the evolution equation for ψ is left unchanged,

∂tψ = βi∂iψ − αΠ . (3.36)

3.2.1 The NRPy+ infrastructure

Coding up the BSSN equations by hand is extremely difficult. Not only it is a laborous

task, but prone to human error. On top of that, the code must be extensively debugged in

order to be trustworthy, and, unless you have a personal supercomputer, you must ensure

the code is efficient. Equally, or perhaps even more, important is to make sure your code

is well-documented, so that other users, students in particular, can start use your code

with minimal difficulty.

To minimize user error and maximize code performance, we opted to use the NRPy+

infrastructure [25, 26]. NRPy+ (“Python-based code generation for numerical relativity and

beyond”) which is an open-source [24, 27], permissively licensed package for generating

highly optimized numerical relativity codes in singular, curvilinear coordinate systems

like spherical coordinates. NRPy+ is written entirely in Python4 and depends only on the

standard Python computer algebra package SymPy [82] for symbolic algebra. Using NRPy+,

outputting Einstein’s equations into any spherical-like, Cartesian-like, or cylindrical-like

coordinate system as highly optimized C code is both well-documented and intuitive to

new users.

Although we were not involved in the development of the initial infrastructure, we

are contributing to its development on a daily basis. Implementation and debugging of
4Both Python 2.7+ and Python 3.0+ are supported.
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source terms to the BSSN equations and the Klein-Gordon equations were some of our

contributions to the infrastructure. We have also made several contributions to the study

of neutron stars, but we will discuss that in the next chapter.

To show how easy it is to implement the BSSN equations, we will give an example by

implementing the “1+log” lapse condition, equation (2.84), which we repeat here

∂tα = βj∂jα− 2αK . (3.37)

We note that advective terms of the form βj∂jα are handled using “upwinded” finite

difference stencils (see the footnote in section 3.4.2 for more details), instead of centered

one. This is reflected in the implementation below.

# Part 0 : Load a l l needed Python and NRPy+ packages

import sympy as sp

import indexedexp as ixp

import BSSN. BSSN_quantities as Bq

# Part 1 : Def ine a l l BSSN var i ab l e s ,

# i . e .
(
γ̄ij , Āij ,K, ϕ, Λ̄i, α, βi, Bi

)
Bq . BSSN_basic_tensors ( )

# Part 2 : Def ine l o c a l v a r i a b l e s to unc lu t t e r the notat ion

# Part 2 . a : We need the l ap s e

alpha = Bq . alpha

# Part 2 . b : The t r a c e o f the e x t r i n s i c curvature

trK = Bq . trK

# Part 2 . c : The s h i f t vec to r

betaU = Bq . betaU

# Part 2 . d : And the d e r i v a t i v e o f the l ap s e

alpha_

Listing 3.1: Implementation of the “1+log” lapse condition in NRPy+.

dupD = ixp . dec la re rank1 ( ‘ ‘ alpha_dupD ’ ’ )

# Part 3 : Implement the ‘ ‘1+ log ’ ’ l ap s e cond i t i on .

# Part 3 . a : I n i t i a l i z e the rhs to the term −2αK

alpha_rhs = − 2 ∗ alpha ∗ trK
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# Part 3 . b : Add the advect ion term βj∂jα

for j in range (DIM) :

alpha_rhs += betaU [ j ] ∗ alpha_dupD [ j ]

Listing 3.2: Implementation of the “1+log” lapse condition in NRPy+.

Commenting on the code above, tensorial quantities in NRPy+ are stored as lists of SymPy

symbols or expressions. Some of these quantities, such as the lapse function α, actually

correspond to the SymPy symbol “alpha”. Other quantities, for example the physical

metric γij, are placeholder variables, defined in terms of other symbols that will appear

in the final C code. Tensor quantities, regardless of whether or not they are defined in

terms of more fundamental tensors, are appended with “U”’s or “D”’s to indicate they

have “up” or “down” indices, respectively. For example,

α ↔ alpha ,

βi ↔ betaU[i] ,

γij ↔ gammaDD[i][j] ,

Γkij ↔ GammaUDD[k][i][j] .

Derivatives of a quantity are appended with a “_d” to indicate that it is a derivative.

Thus, for example,

∂iα ↔ alpha_dD[i] ,

∂jβ
i ↔ betaU_dD[i][j] ,

∂k∂lγij ↔ gammaDD_dDD[i][j][k][l] ,

∂m∂nΓkij ↔ GammaUDD_dDD[k][i][j][m][n] .

NRPy+ implements Brown’s covariant formulation of the BSSN equations in “La-

grangian” form, as described in section 2.5. The C code generated by NRPy+ has been

validade against trusted implementations of the BSSN equations and shown to produce

roundoff error agreement.
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3.3 The different field regimes

In this section we present results from different runs in the so-called weak and strong field

regimes obtained using the SFcollapse1D code. Note that the terminology “subcritical”

run corresponds to runs that lie in the weak field regime, while “supercritical” runs belong

to the strong field regime. We emphasize here that the results presented in this section

were not obtained with accuracy and stability in mind, but simply to illustrate the different

regimes. This means that our grid choices are not meant to be used during production

runs, since they underesolve the structures that emerge once the scalar field propagates

and interacts with the underlying geometry.

We present here results obtained using the initial condition

ψ(0, r) = ηe−r2
. (3.38)

Although we are evolving the set of variables (ψ,Ψ,Π, a, α), we will be interested in

looking only at the scalar field ψ(t, r), the lapse function α(t, r), and the mass-aspect

function, M(t, r), which is defined in analogy to the Schwarzschild metric

a2(t, r) ≡ 1
1 − 2M(t,r)

r

=⇒ M(t, r) = r

2

[
1 − 1

a2(t, r)

]
. (3.39)

The mass-aspect function computes the amount of mass/energy inside a sphere of radius

r. In the limit r → ∞, we have M → MADM, the ADM mass.

Another important aspect of the code is the use of a different coordinate system, which

we will refer to as “SinhSpherical” coordinates.5 In this coordinate system, we make the

coordinate change

r = rmax
sinh

(
x
w

)
sinh

(
1
w

) , (3.40)

where rmax represents the outer boundary of the computational domain, w is a free pa-

rameter that controls the sampling density around r ∼ 0, and x ∈ [0, 1] is a new uniformly

sampled coordinate. We refer the reader to appendix E.2 for further details on this coor-

dinate system and our particular implementation of it whitin SFcollapse1D.

The weak field regime is obtained by choosing a value of η which is smaller than the
5We first encountered this coordinate system when working with NRPy+ [25, 26, 83]. It is similar to
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critical value η∗, and is characterized by full dispersion. Since we do not know η∗ a priori,

this is done by trial and error. In the run whose results are presented in figures 3.1, 3.3,

and 3.4, we have set η = 0.05. It can be seen that the metric quantities α and a differ

at most ∼ 2% from flat space, the deviation being more prominent for the lapse than the

radial metric. Because of this, the backreaction from the geometry on the scalar field is

negligible and we see it propagating as if it was not coupled to gravity at all, i.e. just a

simple scalar wave in spherical coordinates.
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Figure 3.1: Weak field results for the lapse function α(t, r). The parameters of the run
are η = 0.05, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.

The strong field regime is obtained by choosing a value of η which is larger than the

critical value η∗, and is characterized by the gravitational collapse of the scalar field which

leads to black hole formation. For the results presented in figures 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6 we have

set η = 0.6. After a black hole forms, the code eventually crashes. The more we increase

the sampling around the black hole horizon, which can be determined by checking where
2M
r

≈ 1, the longer it will take for the code to crash, and the better we can estimate the

mass of the black hole and the horizon position. Our resolution was just high enough to

keep to simulation from crashing immediately after black hole formation, but certainly

our grid choice was not the best to resolve the horizon, as our grid is more densily sampled

around r ≈ 0, not around r ≈ rhorizon.

prolate/oblate spheroidal coordinates, but only the radial component is transformed.
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The lapse function goes to zero6 in this regime, which tells us that around that region

there is virtually no proper time being elapsed between one hypersurface of constant time

and the next. This is known as the freezing of the lapse function, and is a very useful

feature to detect black hole formation.

Figure 3.5 shows clearly that no time is passing for the scalar field after it collapses,

since its evolution gets frozen. The freezing of the lapse function is evident in figure 3.2,

while the mass of the black hole formed (in code units) can be seen as the plateau of the

function M(t, r) in figure 3.6, and its value is MBH ≈ 0.473.
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Figure 3.2: Strong field results for the lapse function α(t, r). The parameters of the run
are η = 0.6, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.

3.4 Critical phenomena

As is clear from the previous section, it is possible to choose values of η, the strength

(amplitude) of the initial condition (3.38), which result in either full dispersion or gravi-

tational collapse. We then consider the existence of a “critical value”, η∗, which separates

the two cases. This means that a value of η < η∗ will result in full dispersion, while a

value of η > η∗ will result in gravitational collapse and black hole formation.
6In the actual code the lapse reaches a very small value, below 10−3 for example, which is enough for

us to characterize black hole formation.
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Figure 3.3: Weak field results for the scalar field ψ(t, r). The parameters of the run are
η = 0.05, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.
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Figure 3.4: Weak field results for the mass-aspect function M(t, r). The parameters of
the run are η = 0.05, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.

We are now interested in the behaviour of the scalar field, and metric quantities, as

η → η∗. Choptuik reported [20], after performing a series of supercritical runs, that the

masses of the black holes, near the critical solution, follow the power law (3.1). However,

given the considerations in [75, 78] and the more recent results presented in [79, 80], we
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Figure 3.5: Strong field results for the scalar field ψ(t, r). The parameters of the run are
η = 0.6, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.
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Figure 3.6: Strong field results for the mass-aspect function M(t, r). The parameters of
the run are η = 0.6, rmax = 64, w = 0.15, and Nr = 640.

have opted to perform an analysis of the “near criticality” behaviour of the scalar field

in subcritical runs instead. Subcritical runs do not form a black hole, so we cannot look

at MBH to satisfy a power law in this case. Instead, we will analyse the behaviour of the

energy density, ρ, at the origin, which we will refer to as central value.
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To obtain the near critical results, we perform a fine-tuning of the critical parameter

η∗. We start by determining two values of η, ηweak and ηstrong, which bracket η∗. We

then perform a bisection search to determine the critical parameter. A useful quantity to

define is the relative error

δη ≡ ηstrong − ηweak

ηweak
, (3.41)

which is also refered to as fine-tuning.

After having a good estimate for η∗, we perform a series of runs with η < η∗ and

extract the maximum value of the central energy density, ρmax
central. The energy density has

units of inverse length squared (L−2), thus relation (3.5) states that it should behave as

ln (ρmax
central) = C − 2γ z + f(z) , (3.42)

where γ is the critical exponent, f(z) is periodic in z with angular frequency ω , and C

is a constant. The variable z is defined as

z ≡ ln |η∗ − η| , (3.43)

and we assume that the function f(z) has the form [80]

f(z) = A sin (ωz + ϕph) , (3.44)

where A and ϕph are constants. The angular frequency ω is related to the logarithmic

period ∆ via the relation [84]

ω = 4πγ
∆

, (3.45)

and the oscillations are conjectured to have the universal oscillation period [84]

T = ∆
2γ

≈ 4.6 . (3.46)

To fit the numerical data with equation (3.42), we fit the linear and oscillatory be-

haviours of ln (ρmax
central) separately. First, we drop the oscillatory term altogether and

assume the original power law behaviour discovered by Choptuik
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ρmax
central ∝ |η∗ − η|−2γ , (3.47)

which results in the relation

ln (ρmax
central) = C − 2γ ln |η∗ − η| . (3.48)

We then use (3.48) to obtain the parameters η∗, γ, and C using SciPy [85]. Having

determined the linear behaviour of the function, we use equation (3.42) and compute

f(z) = ln (ρmax
central) − C + 2γ ln(z) , (3.49)

using the known values of η∗, γ, and C and the numerical data. We then use equa-

tion (3.44) to fit the resulting curve and obtain the remaining fit parameters.

3.4.1 Results using the ADM formalism

We solve the EKG equations using the ADM formalism by using the fully constrained

system, discussed in section 3.1, with the SFcollapse1D code. We assume spherical

symmetry and SinhSpherical coordinates. The code performs second-order in time and

space discretization using centered finite differences stencils, which allow us to explicitly

evolve the Klein-Gordon equations in time. The Hamiltonian constraint is solved on each

slice in a pointwise fashion, with the aid of a Newton-Raphson solver, to determine the

radial metric function γrr. Finally, the polar slicing condition is solved to determine the

lapse on the slice.

We determine the critical parameter η∗ using bisection. We have an automated routine

to determine whether or not the endstate of the run is full dispersal or collapse. Through-

out the run we keep track of the central value of the lapse function, αcentral(t) ≡ α(t, 0),

and we use it to detect black hole formation. At late times, if αcentral → 0 we classify

the run as supercritical, while when αcentral → 1 the run is subcritical. In figure 3.7 we

show the behaviour of αcentral after fine-tuning the critical parameter to δη ∼ 10−13, a

few orders of magnitude above machine precision (10−16). Notice that in both cases, the

solution follows the critical one until some accumulation event, where the solution departs

from the critical one and either disperses or collapses.

To obtain such a fine-tuning, we have used SinhSpherical coordinates to dramatically
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Figure 3.7: αcentral results near criticality. The top panel shows the central value of the
lapse as a function of coordinate time t throughout the entire run, while the bottom two
panels are zooms of increasing magnitude towards the late behaviour of the lapse. The
simulation parameters used were Nr = 320, w = 0.08, and rmax = 16. Note that we have
fine-tuned the critical parameter to δη ∼ 10−13.

increase the resolution around the origin, while keeping the outer boundary relatively far

away, keeping it out of causal contact with the center of the simulation. A typical run uses

320 radial points, w = 0.08, and rmax = 16. The fine-tuning obtained was the maximum

our grid choice allowed us to obtain, with features developing beyond this point that we

could no longer resolve. We note that, in principle, it should be possible to fine-tune

the critical parameter even further by increasing the resolution around the origin, but we

did not think it was necessary since this level of fine-tuning is enough to capture all the

interesting behaviour of the critical solution.

With the parameters above, our grid has ∆rmin ≈ 4.66×10−6 and ∆rmax ≈ 6.13×10−1,

which are the inner most and outer most radial step sizes, respectively. The ratio of the

two is ∆rmax/∆rmin ≈ 1.32 × 105. To give some perspective, a code using Berger-Oliger

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [23] would require about 17 levels of refinement by

factors of 2 to resolve the same range of length scales.

In figure 3.7, the self-similarity of the solution is evident, where the same pattern

repeats itself but at ever smaller spatiotemporal scales. To visualize the behaviour of the

scalar field, we look at its central value as a function of proper time,
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τ(t) =
∫ t

0
α(t′) dt′ . (3.50)

Figure 3.8 shows ψcentral(τ). The scalar field also oscillates towards the accumulation

event with an amplitude of 0.61, consistent with what was found in [20, 79, 80] The

accumulation time, τ∗, is defined as the time beyond which the solution no longer follows

the critical one.
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Figure 3.8: Central value of the scalar field, ψcentral, near criticality as a function of proper
time, τ .

We now define the logarithmic time variable

Λ ≡ − ln (τ∗ − τ) . (3.51)

Let τn represent a particular value of proper time for which ψcentral crosses zero. Consider,

still, two pairs of consecutive zero crossings, (τn, τn+1) and (τm, τm+1), and assume that

in the logarithmic time, Λ, these two pairs of points correspond to the same half-period

of oscillation ∆
2 , i.e.

Λn+1 − Λn = ∆
2

= Λm+1 − Λm , (3.52)

where Λn ≡ Λ (τn). From equations (3.51) and (3.52) we can estimate the accumulation

time τ∗ using
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ln
(
τ∗ − τn
τ∗ − τn+1

)
= ln

(
τ∗ − τm
τ∗ − τm+1

)
=⇒ τ∗ = τnτm+1 − τmτn+1

τn − τn+1 − τm + τm+1
. (3.53)

Using the same reasoning, we can use a single pair (τn, τn+1) to estimate the period ∆

using

∆
2

= − [ln (τ∗ − τn+1) − ln (τ∗ − τn)] =⇒ ∆ = 2 ln
(
τ∗ − τn
τ∗ − τn+1

)
. (3.54)
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Figure 3.9: Same as figure 3.8, but the x-axis is now the logarithmic proper time
Λ ≡ − ln (τ∗ − τ). The accumulation time, τ∗, was determined as the average value
obtained from equation (3.53) after using all possible pairs (τn, τn+1) for which the scalar
field was already in the critical regime. The figure also displays the number of times the
central value of the scalar field changes sign over the evolution. The average oscillation
period was estimated to be ∆ = 3.43(4), in agreement with the literature. We also observe
that the central value of the scalar field oscillates with amplitude 0.61, consistent with
what was found in [20, 79, 80].

In figure 3.9 we show ψcentral(Λ) and the zero crossings of the scalar field. The oscil-

latory behaviour of the scalar field in the logarithmic time is obvious, and the oscillation

period, obtained using (3.54), has the average value ∆ = 3.43(4), where the uncertainty

is the sample standard deviation from all possible pairs considered to compute the period.

The initial and final zero crossings are neglected to avoid transient contamination of the

estimate.
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Figure 3.10: The plot shows the maximum central density for several subcritical runs.
The critical exponent γ ≈ 0.374(1), oscillation period Tdata ≈ 4.6, and logarithmic oscil-
lation period ∆ = 3.47+0.02

−0.04, obtained using the fitting function (3.42), are all in excellent
agreement with the literature.
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Figure 3.11: Visual estimation of the oscillation period (left) and fitting result (right). On
the left panel, the vertical dashed lines are equally spaced with ∆z = 2.3 and starting at
z = −28. This allows us to visually estimate the period of oscillation to be Tdata ≈ 4.6, as
expected. With this estimate of Tdata, we compute ω = 2π

Tdata
and use the value obtained

to restringe our search for the fitting value of ω. The function A sin (ωz + ϕph) is then
used to fit the data points, and the result is displayed on the right panel.

We then perform a series of subcritical runs, assuming η∗ to be the average between

the smallest value of η we found to produce a black hole and the largest value of η which
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results in full dispersion (these values are shown in figure 3.7). We keep track of the

central energy density and extract its maximum value in each run. Figure 3.10 shows the

behaviour of ln (ρmax
central) as a function of ln |η − η∗|, as well as the result of a fit performed

using SciPy [85] and equation (3.42). From the fit we obtain the estimates γ = 0.375(1)

and ∆ = 3.47+0.02
−0.04, both in excellent agreement with the literature. Figure 3.11 shows

how well our fitting function captures the oscillatory behaviour of the central density.

The figure also shows our visual estimate of Tdata ≈ 4.6, in agreement with [84].

3.4.2 Results using the BSSN formalism

We now solve the EKG equations using Brown’s covariant formulation of the BSSN for-

malism, discussed in section 3.2, using NRPy+ to perform the discretization of the evolution

equations for the BSSN and scalar field variables. We use fourth-order accurate, centered

finite differences to approximate the spatial derivatives, and the equations are integrated

in time using the method of lines and a fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta method. The

advection terms, which can be identified as having the contraction “βj∂j”, are discretized

using fourth-order upwinded finite differences (see appendix C.3). We impose spherical

symmetry by making all derivatives in the angular directions zero.

We use the “1+log” slicing condition for the lapse,

∂tα = βj∂jα− 2αK , (3.55)

and a Gamma-driver condition for the shift vector. In the literature, we found that

similar studies made use of either a frozen shift condition [79] or a first-order Gamma-

driver condition [79, 80]. In contrast to them, we choose the standard, second-order,

covariant Gamma-driver condition, as suggested by Brown [56],

∂tβ
i = βjD̄jβ

i + 3
4
Bi , (3.56)

∂tB
i = βjD̄jB

i +
(
∂tΛ̄i − βjD̄jΛi

)
− ηSB

i , (3.57)

with

ηS = 1
2MADM

≈ 2.3 , (3.58)
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where MADM ≈ 0.218 is the ADM mass.7 We note that it was quite challenging to keep

the runs stable as we approached the critical solution, and this choice of ηS was empirically

determined to be the one that produced the best results.

We use the same initial condition (3.38) for the scalar field ψ. The conformal metric

is initialized to the flat metric, γ̄ij = γ̂ij, while the other quantities are assumed to be at

an instant of time symmetry, which sets

Π = 0 , Āij = 0 , K = 0 , Λ̄i = 0 , βi = 0 , Bi = 0 . (3.60)

Given this choice, we must find a consistent value for the the evolved conformal factor,

ϕ, so that Einstein’s equations are satisfied on the initial slice. We start by defining

W ≡ eϕ , (3.61)

so that the Hamiltonian constraint (2.82) can be written as

D̂2W = −2πW 5ρ , (3.62)

which is an elliptic equation to be solved for W . We solve this equation as described

in [79], by imposing the boundary conditions

∂rW |r=0 = 0 , (3.63)

lim
r→∞

W = 1 , (3.64)

which are regularity at the origin and asymptotic flatness, respectively. Finally, we choose

the “precollapsed lapse” condition, α = W−2, which completes our initial data specifica-

tion.

Our numerical grid again uses SinhSpherical coordinates to increase the resolution
7The ADM mass is a gauge independent quantity. To obtain it with minimal computational effort,

we use the SFcollapse1D code and equation (8) in [20], namely

MADM =
∫ ∞

0

(
X2 + Y 2) dr , (3.59)

where X ≡
√

2π r√
γrr
∂rψ and Y ≡

√
2π r

α∂tψ.
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around the origin. In constrast to the SFcollapse1D code, however, we choose a cell-

centered grid,8 which avoids the origin r = 0. We also perform a rescaling of tensorial

quantities to remove coordinate singularities [57–60] (see also appendix F).

To make our runs more time efficient, we perform a series of regrids throughout the

run. During a regrid, data from the current, coarser grid is interpolated onto a new, finer

grid, which then becomes the new grid used in the run. A similar strategy could not

be used in SFcollapse1D, since the EKG equations we solved using the ADM formalism

contained elliptic equations, which are very sensitive to changes in the grid structure.

A typical run starts with 320 radial points, rmax = 64, and w = 0.2. Throughout

the run, we increase the radial sampling around the origin by changing w → w − ∆w

until we get w = 0.09. This is done over a series of 11 regrids, with ∆w = 0.01. We

also increase the resolution and linearity of the grid around the origin by shrinking the

outer boundary to rmax = 8 over an additional 8 regrids. The number of regrids was

determined empirically, with more regrids added whenever the current resolution could

no longer resolve the solution accurately. The initial grid has ∆rinitial
max ≈ 1.003, and the

final grid has ∆rfinal
min ≈ 8.334 × 10−6, with ratio ∆rinitial

max /∆rfinal
min ≈ 1.204 × 105. Again, a

code that uses a standard Berger-Oliger AMR algorithm would require about 17 levels of

refinement by factors of 2 to resolve the same range of length scales.

We emphasize that obtaining the critical parameter η∗ was a lot more challenging

using the BSSN formalism than the ADM one. Based on the discussions in [79, 86], it

may very well be that our gauge conditions contributed to this difficulty, increasing the

instability of the critical solution. Nevertheless, we have still obtained a fine-tuning of

δη ∼ 10−10 with very efficient runs,9 and using standard gauge conditions.

Kreiss-Oliger dissipation [87] has been added to the RHSs of the evolution equations,

and has been essential to obtain the results presented here. The RHS for a given grid-

function f is modified as
8A uniformly sampled cell-centered grid chooses to discretize r ∈ [0, rmax] as

rj =
(
j + 1

2

)
∆r , (3.65)

in contrast to a vertex-centered grid, which sets

rj = j · ∆r . (3.66)

9A typical run using the BSSN formalism as described here took less than 10 minutes to complete,
which allowed us to experiment quite a bit with the gauge and regrid conditions.
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Figure 3.12: αcentral results near criticality using the BSSN formalism. We have fine-tuned
the critical parameter to δη ∼ 10−10.
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Figure 3.13: Central value of the scalar field, ψcentral, near criticality as a function of
proper time, τ , using the BSSN formalism.

∂tf → ∂tf +Qf , (3.67)

where Q is the Kreiss-Oliger dissipation operator, which has the general form
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Figure 3.14: Central value of the scalar field, ψcentral, near criticality as a function of
proper time, Λ, using the BSSN formalism.

Q ≡ σ

22ph
2p−1 (D+)p (D−)p , (3.68)

where σ the dissipation strength, 2(p−1) is the accuracy of the evolution scheme, h is the

step size, and D± are forward and backward finite difference operators (see appendix C).

Our scheme is fourth-order accurate, implying that p = 3, and hence

Qf = σ

64
∆r5∂

6f

∂r6 , (3.69)

because of the assumption of spherical symmetry. This term acts as a artificial viscosity,

or “numerical viscosity”, and is responsible for supressing high frequency oscillations in

the grid. Note that the addition of this term does not alter the solution in the continuum

limit, where ∆r → 0, and should not greatly distort the numerical solution so long as σ

is small.

Our results for the central energy density as a function of ln |η − η∗| are shown in

figure 3.15. We note that the points where ln |η − η∗| < −20 have much higher uncer-

tainties than the points where ln |η − η∗| > −20, since we could not find the critical

parameter as accurately as in the ADM formalism. This produces a higher uncertainty

on the critical exponent and echoing period, which we have found to be γ = 0.374(3) and
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Figure 3.15: The plot shows the maximum central density for several subcritical runs. The
critical exponent γ = 0.374(3), and logarithmic oscillation period ∆ = 3.51+0.01

−0.06, obtained
using the fitting function (3.42), are all in excellent agreement with the literature.

∆ = 3.51+0.01
−0.06, respectively. Using equation (3.54), the echoing period has been estimated

to be ∆ = 3.46(2), again discarding the first and last zero crossings of the scalar field to

avoid transient contamination.

3.4.3 Universality of the critical solution

We now study the universality of the critical solution by performing the same analysis of

the previous two sections but with different initial conditions. These new runs have been

performed using the ADM formalism and the SFcollapse1D code, for convenience, but

we will compare them with the results in section 3.4.2 as well.

We consider the following initial conditions for the scalar field

ψ(0, r) = η exp
(

−r2

δ2

)
, (3.70a)

ψ(0, r) = η r3 exp
[
−
(
r − r0

δ

)2
]
, (3.70b)

ψ(0, r) = η

{
1 − tanh

[(
r − r0

δ

)2
]}

, (3.70c)
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Formalism Family Equation r0 δ
BSSN I (3.70a) 0 1
ADM I (3.70a) 0 1
ADM II (3.70b) 2 2
ADM III (3.70c) 0 2.5

Table 3.1: Parameters chosen for the different initial data families.

which we will refer to as families I, II, and III, respectively. Notice that η is still chosen

to be the parameter that is tuned to find the critical solution, while the parameters r0

and δ are kept fixed for each family, and our choices for them are shown in table ??.

In figures 3.16 and 3.17 we show our fine-tuning results for the families II and III,

which were both of order δη ∼ 10−13. In figures 3.18 and 3.19 we show a side-by-side

comparison of the near critical behaviour of the the scalar field for all the initial data in

table ??. Notice that these results indicate that the scalar field follows the same critical

solution for all the initial data families we considered.
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Figure 3.16: αcentral results near criticality using a different grid setup. The simulation
parameters used were Nr = 320, w = 0.086, and rmax = 24. Note that we have fine-tuned
the critical parameter to δη ∼ 10−13.

Then, we perform a series of subcritical runs for all the initial data families in ta-

ble ??, extracting the maximum central energy density in each run. Figure 3.20 shows

the combined results obtained for all different initial data families. In table 3.2 we present

the results obtained for the critical exponent, γ, and echoing period, ∆, which shows the
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Figure 3.17: αcentral results near criticality using a different grid setup. The simulation
parameters used were Nr = 320, w = 0.086, and rmax = 24. Note that we have fine-tuned
the critical parameter to δη ∼ 10−13.
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Figure 3.18: ψcentral results near criticality for different initial data, as a function of proper
time. From left to right, we have the following formalism/families: BSSN/I, ADM/I,
ADM/II, and ADM/III.

universal character of the solution.
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Figure 3.19: ψcentral results near criticality for different initial data, as a function of
logarithmic proper time. From left to right, we have the following formalism/families:
BSSN/I, ADM/I, ADM/II, and ADM/III. It is clear that the scalar field follows the same
critical solution.
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Figure 3.20: The plot shows the maximum central density for several subcritical runs for
different initial data.

Formalism Family γ
∆

Eq. (3.45) Eq. (3.54)
BSSN I 0.374(3) 3.51+0.01

−0.06 3.46(2)
ADM I 0.375(1) 3.47+0.02

−0.04 3.43(4)
ADM II 0.376(1) 3.45+0.02

−0.03 3.42(4)
ADM III 0.375(1) 3.47+0.03

−0.05 3.44(6)

Table 3.2: Results for the critical exponent and echoing period for different formalisms
and initial data families.
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Chapter 4

Neutron stars

We will now discuss neutron stars (NS) and, more specifically, how to accurately model

them in a numerical simulation. We will focus on the way NSs were originally described in

IllinoisGRMHD [28, 29], and how we modified the code to improve this description [30].

Equations of state (EOS) that accurately describe a NS must be valid for a very wide

range of densities, temperatures, and composition. To give some perspective, we need to

be able to describe densities ranging from nuclear densities of order ∼ 1015 g/cm3 up to

atmospheric densities which tend to be up to 10 orders of magnitudes smaller1, while the

temperature typically varies from zero to hundreds of MeV, and, for example, the electron

fraction from zero up to 60% (see [88, 89] for good reviews).

The simplest EOS used to model NS is the so-called polytropic EOS, which relates

the pressure and the density via a simple power law. However, these are very crude

descriptions of the matter distribution inside a NS. A much more complete description is

obtained using the so-called tabulated EOS (e.g. the ones in [32]), which take into account

many features of nuclear matter physics, astrophysics, and experiments. This results in

a more sophisticated EOS, relating the pressure with not only the density, but also other

thermodynamics quantities.

Implementation of tabulated EOSs, however, is not trivial. As its name suggests,

the EOS is constructed as a numerical table. The tables we are interested in are those

available at [90], for which a particular numerical value of the pressure is found when

particular numerical values of density, temperature, and electron fraction are given. This

1In reality, if we assume a single, isolated NS, and we start moving radially from its center, we would
eventually hit vacuum. In numerical codes, however, we tend to introduce an artificial “atmosphere” that
extends all the way to the edge of the computational domain.
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results in a discrete, three-dimensional table which is computed ahead of time and then

interpolated inside GRMHD codes whenever the pressure (and/or other quantities) needs

to be determined.

To avoid dealing with the more complicated algorithms that must be implemented in

order to use tabulated EOSs, we have the option of using the so-called piecewise poly-

tropic EOS (PPEOS). PPEOSs are approximations of some aspects of tabulated EOSs

that provide an analytic expression for the pressure-density relation. Usually this in-

volves considering fixed values for other thermodynamic quantities and assuming that

they remain constant throughout a dynamical run.

In this chapter we describe these different EOSs in some detail and discuss how we

have implemented them in both the NRPy+ infrastructure and the IllinoisGRMHD code.

When we started collaborating with the West Virginia University Numerical Relativity

group, lead by Prof. Dr. Zach B. Etienne, lead author of IllinoisGRMHD, the code sup-

ported hybrid EOSs [91], which assumed a simple polytrope-based cold component. Some

functions of the code had been designed to support for more general EOSs, e.g. a piece-

wise polytrope-based cold component, but the code lacked all the low level infrastructure

to handle them.

Over the past fall (in the Northern hemisphere), we have implemented PPEOS support

in IllinoisGRMHD, making our implementation publicly available at [29]. A new version

of IllinoisGRMHD, which is fully generated using Jupyter notebooks [92] and makes use

of the NRPy+ infrastructure, is also publicly available at [30]. The results obtained from

this implemetation, in particular the ones discussed in section 4.5, will be the subject of

a publication that is currently under preparation.

We are currently working on getting IllinoisGRMHD to work with tabulated EOSs,

particularly the SRO EOS [32]. While the source code of this modified version is currently

not available, we do plan on open-sourcing it IllinoisGRMHD once it has been properly

debugged and our results have been published.

The main motivation to get IllinoisGRMHD working with the SRO EOS is to make

it compatible with HARM3D [93]. HARM3D is a GRMHD code designed to evolve black

hole accretion-disks, and we intend to use it alongside IllinoisGRMHD in a hand-off ap-

proach. The dynamics of a binary neutron star (BNS) system will be initially evolved

using IllinoisGRMHD, from inspiral, to merger, to the formation of a hypermassive neu-
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tron star, and eventual collapse into a black hole. Once the black hole settles into a

nearly spherically symmetric and stable configuration, IllinoisGRMHD will interrupt its

evolution and hand-off the evolution data to HARM3D, which will then be responsible for

evolving the accretion-disk that forms around the black hole.

In this chapter we thus present our progress in getting NRPy+ and IllinoisGRMHD

to work with tabulated EOSs, while describing our implementation of PPEOS support,

which was a necessary intermediate step to familiarize our group with IllinoisGRMHD.

In section 4.1 we talk about simple polytropic EOSs. Tabulated EOSs are discussed in

section 4.2, while the PPEOS approximation of tabulated EOSs is discussed in section 4.3.

Section 4.4 is dedicated to results that validate the implementations we have done so far,

specifically the the “mass vs radius” test (section ??) and the “hydro without hydro” test

(section 4.4.2). Finally, section 4.5 is dedicated to describing our studies of a particu-

lar BNS system using PPEOS. The results of this last section will be the subject of a

publication which is currently under preparation.

4.1 Simple polytropic equation of state

IllinoisGRMHD adopts a hybrid equation of state (EOS) of the form [91]

P = Pcold + Pth , (4.1)

where Pcold and Pth are the cold and thermal components of the pressure P , respectively.

Typically, we set

Pth = (Γth − 1) ρ (ϵ− ϵcold) , (4.2)

where ρ is the baryonic density, Γth is a constant parameter which determines the conver-

sion efficiency of kinetic to thermal energy at shocks, ϵ is the specific internal energy and

ϵcold its cold part. The function ϵcold is related to Pcold by the first law of thermodynamics,

ϵcold =
∫
dρ

Pcold

ρ2 . (4.3)

The cold pressure, Pcold = Pcold(ρ), can be modeled using a polytropic EOS,
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Pcold = κρΓ . (4.4)

Using equation (4.3), we find that the cold part of the specific internal energy, for a simple

polytrope, is given by

ϵcold =
∫
dρ κρΓ−2 = C + κρΓ−1

Γ − 1
, (4.5)

with C an integration constant which is set to zero by demanding that lim
ρ→0

ϵcold = 0.

This particular choice of equation of state is scale free, allowing for tuning of the

arbitrary constants κ and Γ. For example, let us say that for a particular value of density,

ρc, we know that the pressure is P (ρc) = Pc. Then, once Γ = Γc is specified, κ is

determined automatically via the constraint

κ = Pc
ρΓc
c

. (4.6)

We will use this in section 4.4.2 to produce neutron stars which are more closely related

with the ones we obtain when using piecewise polytropic and tabulated EOS.

4.2 Tabulated equations of state

Tabulated EOS are the most advanced and best EOS we currently have available to de-

scribe the matter content of a neutron star. These EOS, in particular those described

in [32], take into account, in their construction, microscopic interactions as well as astro-

physical and experimental inputs. This means that the EOS becomes a lot more general

than polytropic ones, and, in particular, the pressure now becomes a function of additional

thermodynamics variables, for example2

P = P (ρ, T, Ye) , (4.7)

where T is the temperature and Ye the electron fraction. Determining P at a given tuple

(ρ, T, Ye) is not trivial, and we no longer have an analytical expression for the function

P (ρ, T, Ye). Instead, we settle to a table, containing particular numerical values of the
2This is specific to the tabulated EOS we are using and should not be taken to be the most general

possibility.
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tuple (ρ, T, Ye) and the value of P at those particular values. Similarly, the internal energy,

ϵ, the entropy S, and many other thermodynamics quantities are also given in this way.

To construct the tables in [32], it is assumed a composition of free nucleons, electrons,

positrons, and α-particles. A liquid drop model is used to determine thermodynamics

variables in the high density regime, while a nuclear statistical equilibrium model is used

for the low density regime.3 The regimes are then smoothly “glued” together, creat-

ing a single table that is able to describe a wide range of densities, temperatures, and

compositions.

To determine a particular value of P (ρ, T, Ye) that is not readily available in the table,

we can interpolate it from the known values of the pressure in the table. Using tabulated

EOS usually leads to a slower code, since many interpolations need to be performed over

the course of a single run. It is worth noting, though, that if we use a very high resolution

table, we can use lower interpolation orders, which may result in significant speedups.

The implementations of tabulated EOS that we are implementing in NRPy+ and IllinoisGRMHD

use the SRO tables [32], which are available at [90, 95]. These tables give us the pressure

and density in cgs units, while the temperature is given in MeV.

The thermodynamics quantities in these tables are all given as functions of density,

ρ, temperature, T , and electron fraction, Ye. The most relevant quantities that we have

available from the EOS tables are described in table 4.1.

Quantity Variable
Pressure P
Entropy S

Specific internal energy ϵ
Neutron chemical potential µn
Proton chemical potential µp

Electron chemical potential µe
Neutrino chemical potential µν = µn − µp + µe

Adiabatic index Γ ≡ d logP
d log ρ

Table 4.1: Most relevant thermodynamic quantities available in the SRO tabulated EOS.

All quantities in the table are given, by default, in cgs units, with the temperature

given in MeV. To avoid having to deal with very large numbers4, we rewrite all table quan-

tities in dimensionless units. From the mass of the Sun, M⊙, the gravitational constant,
3For a good introduction on the thermodynamics of neutron stars, see e.g. [94].
4For example, a density ρ ∼ 1015 g/cm3 at T ∼ 0.1 MeV and Ye ∼ 0.1 results in P ∼ 1038 dyn/cm2.
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GN, and the speed of light, c, we construct the quantities

ℓ̃ ≡ M⊙G

c2 =⇒ [ℓ̃] = Length , (4.8)

t̃ ≡ ℓ

c
=⇒ [t̃] = Time , (4.9)

P̃ ≡ M⊙

ℓ̃t̃2
=⇒ [P̃ ] = Pressure , (4.10)

ρ̃ ≡ M⊙

ℓ̃3
=⇒ [ρ̃] = Density , (4.11)

ϵ̃ ≡ c2 =⇒ [ϵ̃] = Specific internal energy , (4.12)

which we then use to convert the table to code (dimensionless) units. For example, the

pressure in the table, Pcgs, is converted to code units, Pcode, using

Pcode = Pcgs

P̃
. (4.13)

To use the EOS tables with NRPy+, we use interpolation routines from scipy [85], which

allow us to compute P for any tuple (ρ, T, Ye). Our experience shows that the errors we

obtain with linear interpolation, for the case of a single independent variable variable

(i.e. when the other two independent variables are kept fixed), are not significantly

worse than those obtained with higher order interpolations, allowing us to use these less

computationally expensive routines. Similarly, bilinear and trilinear interpolations also

produce reasonable results for the more general cases.

To use the EOS tables in IllinoisGRMHD, on the other hand, we have adapted inter-

polation routines provided by the authors of the tables, which are written in C/C++, are

completely open-sourced, and are available at [96]. Most of the infrastructure has already

been implemented and the code already compiles after all the additions. We are currently

subjecting the code to a series of tests to validate our implementation before we start

studying the physics of binary neutron stars (BNS) mergers.

4.3 Piecewise polytropic equation of state

Our motivation to study piecewise polytropic EOS (PPEOS) was twofold. The main

goal of our work with IllinoisGRMHD is to implement a more realistic description of NSs,
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which better models the matter content of a NS and adds new physics into the simulation,

for example neutrino emission/absorbtion. To this end, we need to add routines to the

code so that it can support tabulated EOS, which are more complicated than routines

for simpler, analytic EOS. Moreover, our group at IF-USP had little experience with

IllinoisGRMHD, and thus decided to go over the code, improving its documentation and

adding PPEOS support, which required less effort for new users and would allow us to

familiarize ourselves with the code.

A piecewise polytropic EOS is constructed from a set o simple polytropic EOS that

are “glued” together so that we obtain a pressure-density relation that approximates a

particular tabulated EOS. Note, however, that the pressure is treated as P = P (ρ), which

means that we must choose a particular value for the other thermodynamic quantites and

assume that they remain fixed throughout the run. If we fix the electron fraction, Ye, for

example, we are then unable to accurately study the physics of neutrino emission/absorb-

tion, which results in the cooling/heating of the system. Note, however, that the hybrid

EOS used in IllinoisGRMHD, namely (4.1), is intended to account for some thermaliza-

tion at shocks, even though we do not explicitly keep track of the temperature when using

it.

To formalize what we discussed in the previous paragraph, a PPEOS consider a set of

densities, {ρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρN−1, ρN−2}, such that the cold pressure, Pcold, is given by

Pcold =



κ0ρ
Γ0 , ρ ≤ ρ0

κ1ρ
Γ1 , ρ0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ1

... ...

κjρ
Γj , ρj−1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρj

... ...

κN−2ρ
ΓN−2 , ρN−3 ≤ ρ ≤ ρN−2

κN−1ρ
ΓN−1 , ρ ≥ ρN−2

, (4.14)

where the constants κ and Γ in (4.4) are now replaced by the sets of constants {κ0, κ1, . . . , κN−2, κN−1}

and {Γ0,Γ1, . . . ,ΓN−2,ΓN−1}.

We then assume that the pressure is everywhere continuous, though we do not demand

that the different pieces be smoothly connected.5 The continuity condition of the pressure

5This will result in discontinuities on the first derivative of the pressure, as we will see later on.
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implies that

Pcold(ρ0) = κ0ρ
Γ0
0 = κ1ρ

Γ1
0 =⇒ κ1 = κ0ρ

Γ0−Γ1
0 , (4.15)

imposing a constraint on the value of the constant κ1. In general, we have a series of

constraints which is given by

κj = κj−1ρ
Γj−1−Γj

j−1 , j ∈ [1, N − 1] . (4.16)

The specific internal energy is still given by equation (4.3), but using the PPEOS (4.14)

we obtain

ϵcold =



κ0ρΓ0−1

Γ0−1 + C0 , ρ ≤ ρ0

κ1ρΓ1−1

Γ1−1 + C1 , ρ0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ1
... ...

κjρ
Γj −1

Γj−1 + Cj , ρj−1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρj
... ...

κN−2ρ
ΓN−2−1

ΓN−2−1 + CN−2 , ρN−3 ≤ ρ ≤ ρN−2

κN−1ρ
ΓN−1−1

ΓN−1−1 + CN−1 , ρ ≥ ρN−2

, (4.17)

where Cj are integration constants. As in the simple polytrope case, we fix C0 = 0

by demanding that ϵcold(ρ = 0) = 0. As with the pressure, we demand that ϵcold be

everywhere continuous, which constraints the value of the integration constants Cj. For

example,

κ0ρ
Γ0−1
0

Γ0 − 1
+ C0 = κ1ρ

Γ1−1
0

Γ1 − 1
+ C1 =⇒ C1 = C0 + κ1ρ

Γ1−1
0

Γ1 − 1
− κ0ρ

Γ0−1
0

Γ0 − 1
, (4.18)

or, in general,

Cj =


0 , if j = 0

Cj−1 + κjρ
Γj −1
j−1

Γj−1 − κj−1ρ
Γj−1−1
j−1

Γj−1−1 , if 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
. (4.19)

Our implementation of PPEOS is quite general, in the sense that it can handle an

arbitrary number of simple polytropes and constants {ρj, κj,Γj}. However, we focus

on the particular set of PPEOS described in [31], since it is widely adopted by other
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groups and thus it becomes easy to validate our implementation. It is worth emphasizing

that PPEOS are neither the most realistic EOS to describe a NS, nor are they completely

consistent with their tabulated cousins. However, they offer an arguably better description

of Pcold(ρ) and ϵcold(ρ) than just a simple polytrope.

The PPEOS in [31] have N = 7, meaning that we have seven simple polytropic EOSs.

The values of

{log10 (P4) , ρ0, ρ1, ρ2, ρ4, ρ5,Γ0,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4,Γ5,Γ6, κ0} , (4.20)

where P4 ≡ Pcold(ρ4), are taken from tables II and III in [31], while the values of the

constants {ρ3, κ1, . . . , κ6}, as well as the specific internal energy integration constants,

{Cj}, must be determined using the constraints (4.16) and (4.19).

Initially, we are able to compute {κ1, κ2, κ3} using (4.16) directly. Computing κ4

directly is not possible,

κ4 = κ3ρ
Γ3−Γ4
3 , (4.21)

since we do not know the value of ρ3. To determine ρ3, we use

P4 = κ4ρ
Γ4
4 =

(
κ3ρ

Γ3−Γ4
3

)
ρΓ4

4 =⇒ ρ3 =
[
P4

κ3ρ
Γ4
4

] 1
Γ3−Γ4

. (4.22)

Finally, we are able to compute the remaining values of κj using, again, the continuity

condition (4.16). Having determined all constants {ρj, κj,Γj}, we are able to determine

{Cj} using the constraint (4.19).

As with tabulated EOSs, it is desirable to work with nuclear densities and pressures

which are of order unity.6 To this end, we perform a unit conversion from cgs to code

units. The units of our code are a combination of geometrized units, where GN = 1 = c,

and a normalization of the nuclear density to unity, i.e.

ρnuc ≡ 1 × 1015 g/cm3 → 1 . (4.23)

The densities ρj are then adjusted by performing a ratio-preserving rescaling, i.e.
6Note that we are not really referring to the density of the nucleus of an atom, which can be estimated

to be ≈ 2 × 1014 g/cm3, but instead to the value given in (4.23). This is an arbitrary, but convenient,
value used to normalize the densities in the code. That being said, the use of the term “nuclear density”
is loosely used in the literature to refer to densities of order 1015 g/cm3.
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ρcgs
j

ρcgs
j−1

=
ρcode
j

ρcode
j−1

=⇒ ρcode
j−1 =

(
ρcgs
j−1

ρcgs
j

)
ρcode
j . (4.24)

The pressure is then written in units of density (i.e. they get divided by c2), so that

they obey a similar ratio-preserving rescaling,

P code
j−1 =

(
ρcgs
j−1

ρcgs
j

)
P code
j , (4.25)

which finally allows us to also compute

κcode
j =

P code
j(

ρcode
j

)Γj
. (4.26)

Lastly, we compute the integration constants Cj, already in code units, using equa-

tion (4.19).

The PPEOS-related routines that we use to produce the results in section 4.4 are

publicly available at [26, 30], along with a new version of IllinoisGRMHD that supports

them. The IllinoisGRMHD version available in [30] has been also modified to make use

of the NRPy+ infrastructure, and validated against a trusted version.

We illustrate how well a piecewise polytropic EOS represents its tabulated EOS cousin

in figure 4.1 by plotting Pcold(ρ) and ϵcold(ρ) for both of them. We choose the SLy4

EOS [97], as described by [31] (PPEOS) and [32] (tabulated EOS). Since the code units

conventions differ for each type of EOS, we plot them using physical (cgs) units. We note

that to generate the plots of P and ϵ as a function of density alone, we have fixed the

temperature at T = 0.1 MeV and have determined the appropriate value of Ye imposing

neutrino free beta-equilibrium, which means finding a value of Ye, for a given pair (ρ, T ),

such that

µν (ρ, T, Ye) = 0 . (4.27)
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Figure 4.1: Pressure vs density (left), first derivative of the pressure vs density (center)
and specific internal energy vs density (right) for the SLy4 PPEOS of [31] and the SLy4
tabulated EOS of [32]. We note that the pressure-density relation of the PPEOS is a
very good approximation of the tabulated, particularly at high densities. The energy
density also matches its tabulated EOS cousin for high densities, but the agreement for
low densities is very poor. The discontinuities in the first derivative of the pressure, with
respect to the density, are also evident from the figure.

4.4 Code validation

4.4.1 The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations

We will now perform an initial validation of our implementation of the functions that

handle tabulated EOS and PPEOS by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV)

equations [98–100]. We start from the line element

ds2 = −eνdt2 +
(

1 − 2m
r

)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 , (4.28)

or, using the isotropic radius

r̄ ≡ e−2ϕr , (4.29)

we have

ds2 = −eνdt2 + e4ϕ
(
dr̄2 + r̄2dΩ2

)
, (4.30)

with ϕ the conformal factor of the BSSN equations and ν defined through the constraint

equation below. In terms of these variables the TOV equations can then be written as
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dP

dr
= −1

r

(
ρ+ P

2

)(2m
r

+ 8πr2P
)(

1 − 2m
r

)−1
, (4.31)

dν

dr
= 1
r

(
1 − 2m

r

)−1 (2m
r

+ 8πr2P
)
, (4.32)

dm

dr
= 4πr2ρ , (4.33)

dr̄

dr
=
(

1 − 2m
r

)−1/2 r̄

r
. (4.34)

Solutions of the TOV equations are static stars of mass M and radius R. To integrate

the TOV equations, we use a simple fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine. An initial condi-

tion is given in the form of the density at the center of the star, ρcentral, from which the

central pressurre, Pcentral ≡ P (ρcentral) is computed. Note that for hybrid polytrope-based

EOSs, the star is assumed to be cold (i.e. we neglect the thermal contribution to the

pressure), so when considering tabulated EOSs we set the temperature to a small value

as well, typically to T = 0.1 MeV, as mentioned in the previous section. We also assume

neutrino free beta-equilibrium.

Integration of the TOV equations happen along the radial direction until some stop

criterion is met. One may impose, for example, an ad hoc value for the density at the

surface of the star, ρsurface, and stop integrating the equations whenever ρ = ρsurface.

Alternatively, one may stop integration once a sudden drop in pressure occurs, indicating

that we have reached the surface of the star and are now in vacuum. In NRPy+’s TOV

solver we opt for the latter.

One may have the reasonable expectation that increasing the central density ρcentral

will result in a more massive star, but that is not always true. For a given EOS, one will

reach a critical value of the central density which results in the most massive star that can

be obtained using that particular EOS. Increasing the central density beyond the critical

value will result in stars which are less massive and unstable.

Bounds to the masses of NSs are determined experimentally by observing, e.g., pulsars.

The most massive NS to date was observed in pulsar PSR J0740+6620 [101] and has a

mass of 2.14+0.10
−0.09M⊙ (to 1σ; 2.14+0.20

−0.19M⊙ to 2σ). An EOS that is capable of modeling NSs

must therefore be able to produce NSs with masses ≳ 2M⊙.

Formalizing the description above, one selects an EOS and specifies a central density
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ρcentral. One then solves the TOV equations and determines the star’s mass, M(ρcentral),

and radius, R(ρcentral), both as a function of the initial central density. One then increases

the central density by a factor δρ and solves the TOV equations again, obtaining the new

values
{
M(ρcentral + δρ), R(ρcentral + δρ)

}
. We repeat these steps until we find the critical

central density, ρcrit, for which M(ρcrit + δρ) < M(ρcrit), and conclude that M(ρcrit) =

Mmax.

We have selected the PPEOSs in [31] which are able to produce stars with masses

≳ 2M⊙, as well as a particular SRO tabulated EOS, SLy4, to demonstrate this behaviour.

We integrate the TOV equations many times for each of the EOSs selected until we obtain

the maximum mass for that EOS.7 In figure 4.2 we present these results, as well as the

mass range of PSR J0740+6620. We note how well the PPEOS SLy4 EOS matches the

results of its tabulated version.
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Figure 4.2: NSs mass-radius relations obtained by solving the TOV equations for the
PPEOSs in [31] which are able to produce neutron stars with MNS ≳ 2M⊙. We have also
included the SLy4 EOS from [32], with T = 0.1 MeV in neutrino free beta-equilibrium, to
illustrate how well its PPEOS cousin matches its results. The yellow/gray strip represents
the mass of PSR J0740+6620 with 68.3%/95.4% credibility [101]. This figure reproduces
results from [32, 102], and is a robust validation test of the low level functions used to
handle PPEOSs and tabulated EOSs.

7This criterion was not enforced for the tabulated EOS used to generate figure 4.2, where instead we
kept solving the TOV equations until the central density was out of table bounds.
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4.4.2 The “hydro without hydro” test

Having validated our low level functions by solving the TOV equations, we performed

yet another validation test which indicates how well our TOV solution satisfies Einstein’s

field equations: the “hydro without hydro” test [103]. The hydro without hydro test

was originally devised to demonstrate the stability of the BSSN equations, by using it to

evolve static solutions of Einstein’s equations (i.e. solutions where ∂tγij = 0). Because

the solution is static, the matter variables should remain at their initial values throughout

the run. Therefore, by injecting the initial value of the hydrodynamic variables into the

source terms of the BSSN equations, we do not need to solve the GRHD equations at

every time step.

The original results in [103] were obtained by performing this test only for a simple

polytropic EOS, and we repeat their analysis here as a “control test”. We then perform

tests using more advanced EOSs, namely PPEOS and tabulated EOS.

We focus here on TOV initial data. The TOV solution is a static solution, and

therefore we can use equation (2.58) to show that

∂tγij = 0 = −2αKij +Diβj +Djβi =⇒ Kij = 1
2α

(Diβj +Djβi) . (4.35)

If we adopt a frozen shift condition,

βi = 0 = Bi , (4.36)

and take the trace of equation (4.35), we find that

K = 0 . (4.37)

Thus with this gauge condition, the mean curvature K = γijKij is analytically zero

for a TOV star. As a diagnostic of how well our numerical run satisfies this analytical

constraint, we will keep track of the central value of the mean curvature, Kcentral, i.e. the

value of K at the very center of the star.

We also choose the harmonic slicing condition for the lapse (see eq. (32) in [16])
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∂tα = ∂t
(
e6ϕ
)

= 6e6ϕ∂tϕ . (4.38)

We note here that we perform this test using NRPy+ to discretize and evolve the

BSSN equations, and emphasize the fact that this test provides validation for routines

implemented in both NRPy+ and IllinoisGRMHD, since the IllinoisGRMHD routines are

C/C++ adaptations of the Python routines implemented in NRPy+.

For all the tests performed below, we evolve the BSSN variables in time, keeping the

matter quantities fixed at their initial values, up to t/M = 3000, using SinhSpherical

coordinates to push the outer boundary to rmax ∼ 3000M , while still maintaining about

30 points along a diameter of the star. We integrate in time using a standard RK4

integrator and the method of lines, while spatial discretization of the BSSN equations

uses fourth-order accurate, centered finite differences. We use a 3d grid with 96 points in

the radial direction, 16 points in θ and 2 points in φ. We impose axisymmetry by setting

all derivatives along the φ-direction to zero. We again use Kreiss-Oliger dissipation [87],

as in equation (3.69), with dissipation strength σ = 0.1.

The star is assumed to be “cold”, so that for the polytrope based hybrid EOSs we

assume P = Pcold, and for tabulated EOSs we assume T = 0.1 MeV. Initial data for

the TOV star is obtained by solving the TOV equations (4.31–4.34), tuning the central

density of the star so that it produces a star with the mass and radius we are interested

in studying.

For the control test, we consider a simple polytrope EOS with κ = 1 and Γ = 2. We

choose ρcentral = 0.2, producing a star with mass M ≈ 0.157 and radius R ≈ 0.866, with

isotropic radius R̄ ≈ 0.700, exactly as in [103]. In figure 4.3 we show Kcentral as a function

of time for this control test. We notice that some numerical noise develops quite early in

the run, which is a result of both the finite differences errors and noise at the surface of

the star. To avoid an extra source of noise, which are a result of imposing outer boundary

conditions at finite distances, we have pushed the outer boundary out of causal contact

with the center of the numerical grid. We emphasize here that the evolution is stable to

the point that we can keep it running indefinetely.

We track the numerical errors of the evolution by looking at the Hamiltonian con-

straint (2.82). Since H = 0 analytically, we look at violations of this result as another

independent diagnostic of how well our solution satisfies Einstein’s equations. Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.3: “Hydro without hydro” control test results. We expect the value of K to be
zero throughout the evolution, and which it is after some initial numerical noise disperses
(more in the text).

shows the violation of the Hamiltonian constraint at t/M = 0 (i.e. the initial data) and

t/M = 3000. We note that the violations are larger around the surface of the NS, which is

expected considering there is a sudden drop of many orders of magnitude in the magnitude

of the pressure and the density.
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Figure 4.4: Hamiltonian constraint violation for the evolution of a OV static star initial
data using a simple polytrope EOS. The plots show a slice of the yz-plane and the colors
represent log (H).

We now want to perform tests that compare simple and piecewise polytrope based

EOSs, as well as tabulated EOSs. We choose the SLy4 in its PPEOS version [31] and

tabulated EOS version [32] to perform the tests. Since simple polytropes are scale free,
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we adjust its parameters by keeping Γ = 2 but determining a new value of the constant

κ, κnew, such that its nuclear pressure-density relation matches that of SLy4. This means

that

κnew ≡ P SLy4
nuc(

ρSLy4
nuc

)Γ . (4.39)

where we fix ρSLy4
nuc ≡ 1 × 1015 g/cm3 and

P SLy4
nuc = 1.85 × 1035 dyn/cm2 , (4.40)

using the tabulated version of the SLy4 at T = 0.1 MeV and neutrino free beta-equilibrium.

For the next battery of tests, we set the central density values in order to obtain

the stars described in table 4.2. For the SLy4 EOS, we perform the test for a star

with M = 1.40M⊙ and R = 11.7 km. The simple polytrope with Γ = 2 and κnew is,

however, still quite different from the SLy4 EOS, and thus we cannot produce a star

with same mass and radius we had for the SLy4 stars. We thus consider, also, the

compactification of the star, C ≡ M/R, and perform two separate runs: an equal mass,

but lower compactification, star and an equal compactification, but higher mass, star.

This allows us to make “apples-to-apples” comparisons between the different EOSs. The

behaviour of the central mean curvature, Kcentral, for these tests is presented in figure 4.5,

while Hamiltonian constraint violations are shown in figure 4.6.

EOS type EOS name M/M⊙ R (km) C ≡ M/R
Simple polytrope Γ = 2 1.40 16.9 0.08
Simple polytrope Γ = 2 1.75 14.7 0.12

Piecewise polytrope SLy4 [31] 1.40 11.7 0.12
Tabulated SLy4 [32] 1.40 11.7 0.12

Table 4.2: Characteristic of the different TOV stars used in the hydro without hydro test.

From the results of the test, particularly the ones shown in figure 4.6, it is clear

that the tabulated version of the SLy4 EOS provides data that better satisfies Einstein’s

field equations. Of course, one may argue that by looking at the errors alone the simple

polytropes satisfy Einstein’s field equations even better than tabulated EOS. This is to

be expected, since the simple polytrope provides a simple power law pressure-density
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(a) Simple polytrope.
M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.08.
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(b) Simple polytrope.
M = 1.75M⊙, C = 0.12.
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(c) PPEOS SLy4.
M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.12.
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(d) Tabulated SLy4.
M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.12.

Figure 4.5: Central mean curvature, Kcentral, as a function of time for a TOV initial data
using the hydro without hydro test. The subfigure (d) shows the result for the tabulated
EOS SLy4, while the subfigure (c) shows the result for its PPEOS approximation, both
for a star of M = 1.4M⊙ and R = 11.7 km. With the simple polytrope EOS that matches
the SLy4 pressure-density relation at nuclear densities, a 1.4M⊙ star does not have the
same compactification as the SLy4 star. Thus we show results for this star, as well as for
a star with higher mass, 1.75M⊙, but same compactification as the SLy4 stars considered
in the test.

relation and is therefore quite smooth. However, it provides an objectivelly less realistic

description of a NS, and therefore the fact that it solves Einstein’s equations does not

mean it does so with the same physical significance as the tabulated EOS solution.

4.5 Binary neutron stars

We now briefly discuss results we have obtained from a SLy4 PPEOS binary neutron star

(BNS) simulation. These results will be used as part of a code comparison project and

will result in a publication which is currently under preparation. The main goal here is
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to show that multiple codes available in the Numerical Relativity community are able to

produce reliable results.

Our run consists of solving the GRHD equations in a dynamical spacetime, using the

BSSN formalism and the conservative scheme discussed in section 2.6. Note that we are

solving the GRHD equations, not the GRMHD equations, which means that we set all

magnetic fields to zero for this particular run.

We perform this run using the Einstein Toolkit [104, 105]. The Einstein Toolkit

is built using the Cactus framework [106, 107], which is itself composed of multiple mod-

ules called “thorns”. To mention a few of the most useful thorns, we have adaptive mesh

refiment (AMR) via the Carpet driver [108, 109], time integration using the method

of lines is provided by the MoL thorn [104, 105], aparent horizon8 finding routines are

provided by the AHFinderDirect thorn [111, 112], useful volume integrals, such as the

ADM mass and angular momentum, can be computed using the QuasiLocalMeasures

thorn [113, 114], and the multipole expansion of the real and imaginary parts of ψ4 in

spin-weighted spherical harmonics [115] is performed using the Multipole thorn [104,

105]. IllinoisGRMHD itself is a thorn of the Einstein Toolkit, and provides the nec-

essary algorithms to evaluate the right-hand sides of the GRMHD equations, so that the

GRMHD variables can be evolved together with the BSSN variables using the MoL thorn.

The initial data for our BNS run is setup using LORENE [116–122], and consists of two

NSs with M = 1.5M⊙ each and seperated initially by 50 km. The initial ADM mass of

the system is MADM = 2.68M⊙. The inspiral phase of the the two stars consists of almost

10 complete orbits before they finally merge and give rise to a hypermassive neutron star

(HMNS). The inspiral phase is depicted in figure 4.7. After oscillating for quite some

time, the HMNS finally collapses into a black hole.9

Gravitational waves for the simulation are extracted by looking at the scalar

ψ4 ≡ −Cµνρσkµm̄νkρm̄σ , (4.41)

where Cµνρσ is the Weyl tensor, and lµ and kµ are real, radially outgoing and ingoing

null vectors, respectively. mµ is a complex vector constructed from two spatial vectors
8See e.g. [110].
9A neat movie of the results described here can be found in [123], more specifically here [124] (this

second reference is subject to change, but you can still find the movie from the first reference in this
footnote by searching for the “IllinoisGRMHD BNS simulation; hybrid EOS with initially cold piecewise-
polytrope SLy EOS” movie).
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that are orthogonal to lµ and kµ in such a way that the only nonvanishing inner products

between these 4-vectors, or null tetrad, are

− lµkµ = 1 = mµm̄µ , (4.42)

and m̄µ is the complex conjugate of mµ.

The scalar ψ4, which is one of the five scalars that can be constructed from the Weyl

tensor, corresponds to outgoing gravitational waves. For practical applications, it is often

useful to decompose it into s = −2 spin-weighted spherical harmonics [115] (see also [48]

for a briefer introduction)

ψt(t, r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=−l

ψl,m4 (t, r)−2Y
∗
lm(θ, φ) . (4.43)

The coefficients ψl,m4 are computed using the Multipole thorn, and are extracted at

multiple extraction radii Rext. The amplitude of the real part of these coefficients, in

particular of the dominant l = 2, m = 2 mode, is expected to behave as

Re
(
ψ2,2

4

)
∼ 1
r
, (4.44)

for large r, and we can test this falloff behaviour by performing the extraction at different

radii. In figure 4.8 we show RextRe
(
ψ2,2

4

)
as a function of time at extraction radii Rext =

500 and Rext = 850, showing that the falloff behaviour is indeed satisfied. The figure also

depicts quite clearly the different regimes of the BNS run: the long inspiral, followed by

the formation of the HMNS with high frequency oscillations, and finally its collapse into

a black hole.

We conclude this section by emphasizing that this serves as a very stringent test

of the PPEOS low level functions that have been implemented into IllinoisGRMHD. A

publication that compares these results with the ones obtained by other trusted codes in

the Numerical Relativity community is currently under preparation.
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(a) Simple polytrope, M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.08, initial (left, t = 0) and final (right, t = 3000M)
Hamiltonian constraint violation.

(b) Simple polytrope, M = 1.75M⊙, C = 0.12, initial (left, t = 0) and final (right, t = 3000M)
Hamiltonian constraint violation.

(c) PPEOS SLy4, M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.12, initial (left, t = 0) and final (right, t = 3000M)
Hamiltonian constraint violation.

(d) Tabulated SLy4, M = 1.40M⊙, C = 0.12, initial (left, t = 0) and final (right, t = 3000M)
Hamiltonian constraint violation.

Figure 4.6: Hydro without hydro test: Hamiltonian constraint violation.
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Figure 4.7: Inspiral trajectory for a SLy4 PPEOS, equal mass BNS merger. Each star
has M = 1.5M⊙, the initial separation is 50 km, and the total ADM mass of the system
is MADM = 2.68M⊙.
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Figure 4.8: Dominant outgoing gravitational wave mode, ψ2,2
4 , for a SLy4 PPEOS, equal

mass BNS merger, at different extraction radius. The wave amplitude and frequency
increase as the stars get closer to each other. Once they merge, a hypermassive NS forms
around (t−Rext) /MADM ≈ 2300, and oscillates for quite some time before collapsing into
a black hole at (t−Rext) /MADM ≈ 3100.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis we have discussed our results when studying aspects of Numerical Relativity.

We have presented an introduction of the theoretical framework used to study Einstein’s

field equations numerically, as well as the contributions we made to the development of

numerical codes that use them.

We have studied the gravitational collapse of the massless scalar field using both the

ADM and BSSN formalisms. Our results with the ADM formalism made use of the

SFcollapse1D code [19], which we have developed based on Matt Choptuik’s original

studies on the subject [20–22]. To study Einstein’s field equations using the BSSN for-

malism, we have used the NRPy+ infrastructure [25, 26]. We note that, as far as we are

aware, our results with the BSSN formalism have been the first to use the standard mov-

ing puncture approach, with a second-order Gamma-driver shift condition, in contrast

to other similar studies [79, 80, 86]. Our results for both formalisms are in excellent

agreement with the literature, as discussed in chapter 3.

More general cases, where we relax, for example, the spherical symmetry of the prob-

lem or an expanding universe, will be the subject of future studies. We also intend to

study gravitational collapse of different matter sources other than the massless scalar

field.

We have also made significant contributions to the IllinoisGRMHD code [28, 29],

most notably by thoroughly documenting the code in pedagogical Jupyter notebooks [92]

and extending its equation of state (EOS) support to cold piecewise polytrope-based

hybrid EOSs (PPEOS). We have also made use of NRPy+ to generate a new and improved

version of the code [30]. Work is ongoing for the addition of tabulated EOS support and

95
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neutrino physics to IllinoisGRMHD. IllinoisGRMHD is one of the main codes in the TCAN

collaboration [33], and will be used to study multi-messenger astrophysics problems along

with HARM3D [93].

Our implementation of PPEOS low level functions has been fully validated. In par-

ticular, we have performed a full binary neutron star (BNS) run that considered a SLy4

PPEOS from [31] and the results obtained, which will be the subject of a publication

which is currently under preparation, have been discussed in section 4.5. Further com-

pact binary simulations, in particular BNSs, will be performed in the near future using

IllinoisGRMHD.

The implementation of tabulated EOS low level functions has been partially validated

and the results of these validations have been discussed in section 4.4. As far as we are

aware, ours has been the first hydro without hydro test that has considered advanced

EOSs. A tabulated version of the BNS simulation discussed in section 4.5, which will also

include neutrino physics, will likely be the subject of a publication in the near future.
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Appendix A

Classification of second-order partial

differential equations

In this thesis we study how to efficiently solve non-linear partial differential equations

using numerical techniques. To this end, it is useful to be able to identify what category

a given partial differential equation falls into. We note that this exposition is presented

here for the convenience of the reader and closely follows the ones in sections 6.1 and 11.1

of [48].

The prototype for an elliptic equation is Poisson’s equation,

∂2
xu+ ∂2

yu = ρ . (A.1)

In this equation, ρ is a source term that may depend on the function u, its first derivatives,

and the spatial coordinates x, y. When ρ = 0, the resulting equation is the famous

Laplace’s equation. An example of this kind of equation is the Hamiltonian constraint,

equations (3.16) and (3.62).

An example of a parabolic equation is the diffusion equation,

∂tu− ∂x (κ∂xu) = ρ , (A.2)

where κ is the diffusion coefficient.

The prototypical example of a hyperbolic equation is the wave equation,

∂2
t u− c2∂2

xu = ρ , (A.3)
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where c is the constant wave speed.

We have encountered equations very similar to the wave equation in this thesis, but

they are usually disguised as a pair of equations instead of a single one. For example, let

∂tu ≡ v. Then equation (A.3) is equivalent to the pair of equations

∂tu = v , (A.4)

∂tv = c2∂2
xu+ ρ , (A.5)

which resemble, but are not equivalent to, the ADM equations that evolve Kij and

γij, (2.57) and (2.58) respectively.

The pair of equations (A.4) and (A.5) can be brought to full first-order form by

introducing yet another variable that absorbs the first spatial derivative of the function

u. For example, let w ≡ ∂xu. Then we get the first-order system

∂tu = v , (A.6)

∂tv = c2∂xw + ρ , (A.7)

∂tw = ∂xv , (A.8)

where the third equation is obtained by taking the time derivative of the definition of w

w = ∂xu =⇒ ∂tw = ∂t∂xu = ∂x∂tu = ∂xv , (A.9)

where in the last equality we replaced ∂tu by the RHS of equation (A.6). We can now

express this system of equations in the compact form

∂tf⃗ + A · ∂xf⃗ = S⃗ , (A.10)

where f⃗ is the solution vector and S⃗ is the source vector, which are given by

f⃗ =


u

v

w

 and S⃗ =


v

ρ

0

 . (A.11)

The matrix A is known as the velocity matrix and, for this particular system of equations
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is given by

A =


0 0 0

0 0 −c2

0 −1 0

 . (A.12)

We know that the general solution to the wave equation is of the form u(t, x) = g(x +

ct) + h(x − ct). This means that part of the solution u travels along lines x + ct =

constant, while the other part travels along x − ct = constant. These lines are called

the characteristic curves. The characteristic speeds, dx/dt, of the solution can be obtained

from the eigenvalues of the matrix A, which in our example are given by

det (A− 1 · λ) = λ3 − λc2 = λ
(
λ2 − c2

)
= 0 =⇒ λ =


+c

−c

0

, (A.13)

as expected.

A.1 General classification

We now generically classify second-order partial differential equations which are given by

A∂2
ξϕ+ 2B∂ξ∂ηϕ+ C∂2

ηϕ = ρ , (A.14)

where the coefficients A, B, and C are real, differentiable, and do not vanish simultane-

ously. The classification of the differential equation then depends on these coefficients:

• If AC −B2 > 0, then there is a coordinate transformation (ξ, η) → (x, y) such that

equation (A.14) can be written in the form (A.1); thus, the equation is elliptic.

• If AC −B2 = 0, then there is a coordinate transformation (ξ, η) → (x, y) such that

equation (A.14) can be written in the form (A.2); thus, the equation is parabolic.

• If AC −B2 < 0, then there is a coordinate transformation (ξ, η) → (x, y) such that

equation (A.14) can be written in the form (A.3); thus, the equation is hyperbolic.

Only hyperbolic equations have real (i.e. not imaginary) characteristics. It is also

useful to note that hyperbolic equations come in varying levels of hyperbolicity, which we
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will discuss in more detail in the next section of this appendix.

A.2 Hyperbolicity

Consider now equation (A.10) generalized to more than one spatial dimension, namely

∂tf⃗ + Ai∂if⃗ = S⃗ . (A.15)

If the solution vector, f⃗ , has n components, then each matrix Ai is an n× n matrix. For

the sake of our discussion, we will consider now that the source vector is zero, i.e. S⃗ = 0.

A problem is called well-posed if there is some norm, ||. . .||, such that the solution

vector satisfies ∣∣∣∣∣∣f⃗(t, xi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ keαt

∣∣∣∣∣∣f⃗(0, xi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (A.16)

The constants k and α are independent of the initial data f⃗(0, xi). Condition (A.16) states

that solutions of a well-posed problem cannot increase more rapidly than exponentially.

However, this property is not guaranteed for all hyperbolic systems.

To classify these different hyperbolic systems based on their hyperbolicity, we consider

an arbitrary unit vector ni and construct the matrix

P = Aini , (A.17)

which is known as the principal symbol or characteristic matrix of the system. Based

on the properties of the characteristic matrix, we can distinguish between the kind of

hyperbolicity of a system. In particular, we say that the system is

• symmetric hyperbolic if P can be symmetrized in a way that is independent of ni,

• strongly hyperbolic if, for all unit vectors ni, P has real eigenvalues and a complete

set of eigenvectors,

• weakly hyperbolic if P has real eigenvalues but not a complete set of eigenvectors.

There are a few results that are interesting to us, which we summarize now. A symmet-

ric hyperbolic system is automatically strongly hyperbolic. Strongly hyperbolic systems

are well-posed, while weakly hyperbolic systems are ill-posed [49].
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Analysing the hyperbolicity of the ADM equations with the techniques showed here

is not possible, because we have second spatial derivatives of the evolved fields in the

evolution equations. An analysis that rewrites the ADM equations in full first-order

form, by absorbing the first spatial derivatives of the fields into new auxiliary variables,

and shows that the system is only weakly hyperbolic, and thus ill-posed, can be found

in [125]. The BSSN formulation of Einstein’s field equations, which we study in section 2.4,

introduces new, auxiliary variables, such that the resulting system of equations becomes

strongly hyperbolic, and hence well-posed. The hyperbolicity of the BSSN equations has

been studied in [50–53].
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Appendix B

Maxwell’s equations

B.1 The similarities between Maxwell’s equations and

the ADM equations

To acquire some intuition about the changes we will do to the ADM equations to cast

them into a strongly hyperbolic form, we will first pause and look at Maxwell’s equations.

Notice that Maxwell’s equations share great resemblance to the ADM equations, in the

sense that we have two constraint equations,

CE ≡ DiE
i − 4πρe = 0 , (B.1)

CB ≡ DiB
i = 0 , (B.2)

and two evolution equations,

∂tEi = ϵijkD
jBk − 4πji , (B.3)

∂tBi = −ϵijkDjEk . (B.4)

In the equations above, ρe is the electric charge density, ji is the charge 3-current, and

Di is a covariant derivative with respect to the coordinate xi. In flat space and Cartesian

coordinates, Di → ∂i. Taking the divergence of equation (B.3) yields the continuity

equation

∂tρ+Dij
i = 0 . (B.5)
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To rewrite these equations in a form that resembles the ADM equations even further, we

introduce the vector potential Aa ≡ (Φ, Ai), and write

Bi = ϵijkD
jAk . (B.6)

Then, by construction, Bi automatically satisfies the contraint (B.2). Using (B.6), we can

rewrite Maxwell’s equations as

CE = DiE
i − 4πρe = 0 , (B.7)

∂tAi = −Ei −DiΦ , (B.8)

∂tEi = DiD
jAj −DjDjAi − 4πji , . (B.9)

When we rewrite Maxwell’s equations in this form, we introduce a gauge freedom into

the problem, namely the freely specifiable scalar potential Φ. An initial value problem in-

volving the set of equations (B.7)–(B.9) begins by specifying the initial data (Ai, Ei, ρ, ji)

such that the constraint (B.7) is satisfied. Before we can start the evolution with equa-

tions (B.8) and (B.9), we must specify a gauge condition, for example the Coulomb or

transverse gauge where

DiA
i = 0 . (B.10)

Recall that in the ADM formalism, the evolution equations for the spatial metric and

extrinsic curvature are, respectively,

∂tγij = −2αKij +Diβj +Djβi , (B.11)

∂tKij = βℓ∂ℓKij +Kiℓ∂jβ
ℓ +Kjℓ∂iβ

ℓ −DiDjα

+ α
(

(3)Rij +KKij − 2KiℓK
ℓ
j

)
+ 4πα [γij (S − ρ) − 2Sij] . (B.12)

Now let us identify the vector potential Ai with the spatial metric γij and the electric field

Ei with the extrinsic curvature Kij. Notice that the RHSs of equations (B.8) and (B.11)

both contain the other field variable and the spatial derivative of a gauge variable. As for

equations (B.9) and (B.12), we see that they both contain source terms as well as second

derivatives of the other field variable, which in the case of equation (B.12) are hidden

inside the Ricci tensor (3)Rij, which contains terms of the form γkℓ∂ℓ∂iγkj.
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Notice that equations (B.8) and (B.9) can almost be combined to yield a wave equation.

Taking the time derivative of (B.8) and substituting the RHS of (B.9) into the resulting

equation yields (
−∂2

tAi +DjDjAi
)

−DiD
jAj = Di∂tΦ − 4πji . (B.13)

The term in parenthesis in (B.13) is the “wave operator”, (−∂2
t + □), acting on the vector

potential Ai, while the RHS of (B.13) is simply a source term. However, the mixed

derivative term DiD
jAj prevents us from writing it as a wave equation. The same thing

happens for the ADM equations, where the Ricci tensor contains mixed derivative terms of

the spatial metric, as well as the d’Alembertian γkℓ∂k∂ℓγij. Without the mixed derivatives

terms, the ADM equations could also be written as a wave equation for the spatial metric.

Let us now explore a few ways of eliminating the mixed derivative term in Maxwell’s

equation, which will be useful to understand the BSSN reformulation of the ADM equa-

tions.

B.2 Improving the hyperbolicity of Maxwell’s equa-

tions

B.2.1 Making an appropriate gauge choice

Let us consider the simplest approach to eliminate the mixed derivative term: making a

gauge choice such that

DiAi = 0 . (B.14)

This choice is known as the Coulomb gauge.

This turns Maxwell’s equations into a wave equation for the vector potential,

(
−∂2

t +DjDj

)
Ai = Di∂tΦ − 4πji . (B.15)

However, consider now taking the divergence of equation (B.8)

Di∂tAi = ∂tD
iAi = 0 = −DiEi −DiDiΦ . (B.16)

Using the constraint (B.7), we see that the scalar potential, Φ, must satisfy the elliptic
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equation

DiDiΦ = −4πρe , (B.17)

which is the famous Poisson’s equation. This equation must be satisfied for all times

and it can be extremely inconvenient to solve this equation over and over during a time

evolution.

B.2.2 First-order hyperbolic formulation

An alternative approach is to consider taking the time derivative of equation (B.9) instead

of (B.8),

∂2
tEi =

(
DiD

j
)
∂tAj −

(
DjDj

)
∂tAi − 4π∂tji

=
(
DiD

j
)

(−Ej −DjΦ) −
(
DjDj

)
(−Ei −DiΦ) − 4π∂tji

= DjDjEi −DiDjE
j −DiD

jDjΦ +DjDjDiΦ − 4π∂tji

= DjDjEi −DiDjE
j − 4π∂tji .

(B.18)

Using the contrainst (B.7) we end up with a wave equation for the electric field:

− ∂2
tEi +DjDjEi = 4π (Diρe + ∂tji) . (B.19)

Notice how this approach eliminates completely the gauge variables Φ and Ai. Equa-

tion (B.19) is symmetric hyperbolic.

To obtain the first-order hyperbolic formulation, we need to introduce new variables

that absorb the first derivatives of the electric field. For the sake of this exposition, let

us do this only for the time derivative. Let

Ei ≡ ∂tEi . (B.20)

Then equation (B.19) can be written as a system of two first-order (in time) partial

differential equations

∂tEi = Ei , (B.21)

∂tEi = DjDjEi − 4π (Diρe + ∂tji) , (B.22)
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which are very suitable for integration using the method of lines, for example.

B.2.3 Introducing auxiliary variables

Another approach, which is very similar to the one we explored in section B.2.1, is to

introduce a new variable

Γ ≡ DiAi , (B.23)

and consider it as a new, independent variable that must be evolved in time as well. An

evolution equation for Γ can be derived using equation (B.8) and the constraint (B.7):

∂tΓ = ∂tD
iAi = Di∂tAi = −DiEi −DiDiΦ = −DiDiΦ − 4πρe . (B.24)

Using this new variable, we can also eliminate the mixed derivative term in the evolution

equation of the electric field, yielding the new system of evolution equations

∂tAi = −Ei −DiΦ , (B.25)

∂tEi = −DjD
jAi +DiΓ − 4πji , (B.26)

∂tΓ = −DiDiΦ − 4πρe . (B.27)

The constraints that must be satisfied during the evolution are now equations (B.7)

and (B.23).

This particular approach bears great resemblance to the BSSN reformulation of the

ADM equations, which is discussed in section 2.4.
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Appendix C

Finite differences

C.1 Basic notation and terminology

Here we briefly review the method of finite differences, used to approximate derivatives

of a function. Let f(x) be a function of a single variable, x ∈ [xmin, xmax], and consider

the definitions

xj ≡ j · ∆x , (C.1)

∆x ≡ xmax − xmin

Nx + 1
, (C.2)

fj ≡ f(xj) , (C.3)

where Nx is a positive integer. Assume, also, that f(x) is 2π-periodic in x.

Jargon: The points xj are said to define a grid where we evaluate the function f(x),

which is therefore refered to as gridfunction.

We now define the finite difference operators

D+fj ≡ fj+1 − fj
∆x

, (C.4)

D−fj ≡ fj − fj−1

∆x
, (C.5)

D0fj ≡ fj+1 − fj−1

2∆x
. (C.6)

Notice that these operations are well-defined everywhere in the grid, since, for example, the
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operation D0fj can be computed at j = 0 since f(x) is 2π-periodic and thus f−1 = fN−1.

Similarly, at j = N , we can identify fN+1 = f1.

These operators provide different approximations to the first derivative of the function

f(x) with respect to the variable x. D+ is known as the forward operator, D− the backward

operator, and D0 the centered operator.

The points j used to approximate a derivative are often referred to as a stencil. Thus,

the operation D+fj uses the stencil (j, j + 1), while D0fj uses the stencil (j − 1, j + 1).

Notice that knowing the finite difference stencil is not enough to write down the expression

for the derivative, since the coefficients that multiply each of the stencil points are, at

this point, unknown. In the next section we provide a more practical and, in my opinion,

more intuitive way of evaluating finite difference derivatives.

C.2 A practical way of determining the coefficients

of a finite difference approximation

Consider, again, the same function f(x) above. But now, consider the following expansions

of this function:

fj+2 = fj + 2∆x∂xfj + 4∆x2

2!
∂2
xfj + 8∆x3

3!
∂3
xfj + 16∆x4

4!
∂4
xfj + O

(
∆x5

)
, (C.7)

fj+1 = fj+ ∆x∂xfj+
∆x2

2!
∂2
xfj+

∆x3

3!
∂3
xfj+

∆x4

4!
∂4
xfj + O

(
∆x5

)
, (C.8)

fj−1 = fj− ∆x∂xfj+
∆x2

2!
∂2
xfj−

∆x3

3!
∂3
xfj+

∆x4

4!
∂4
xfj + O

(
∆x5

)
, (C.9)

fj−2 = fj − 2∆x∂xfj + 4∆x2

2!
∂2
xfj − 8∆x3

3!
∂3
xfj + 16∆x4

4!
∂4
xfj + O

(
∆x5

)
. (C.10)

We are now ready to find approximations to the derivative of f(x). Consider, for example,

subtracting (C.2) from (C.2). We get

fj+1 − fj−1 = 2∆x∂xfj + O
(
∆x3

)
=⇒ ∂xfj = fj+1 − fj−1

2∆x
+ O

(
∆x2

)
. (C.11)

Thus, we find that the operator D0 provides a second-order accurate approximation to
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the first derivative of f(x). Similarly, the operators D+ and D− provide first-order ap-

proximations to the first derivative of f(x), since by subtracting fj from and yield

fj+1 − fj = ∆x∂xfj + O
(
∆x2

)
=⇒ ∂xfj = fj+1 − fj

∆x
+ O

(
∆x1

)
, (C.12)

and

fj−1 − fj = −∆x∂xfj + O
(
∆x2

)
=⇒ ∂xfj = fj − fj−1

∆x
+ O

(
∆x1

)
, (C.13)

respectively.

To obtain a fourth-order accurate approximation of the first derivative of f(x), we must

find a combination of (fj−2, fj−1, fj+1, fj+2) which cancels all other lower order terms. For

example, consider the combination

− fj+2 + 8fj+1 − fj−1 + fj−2 = 12∆x∂xfj + O
(
∆x5

)
, (C.14)

which can be rearranged slightly to yield

∂xfj = −fj+2 + 8fj+1 − fj−1 + fj−2

12∆x
+ O

(
∆x4

)
. (C.15)

The problem can then be recast to the following form. Let the desired stencil size be

5. Then what is the centered approximation we can get to the second derivative of f(x)

using this stencil size? Well, we know it will be a combination of the form

∂2
xfj = a2fj+2 + a1fj+1 + a0fj + a−1fj−1 + a−2fj−2 . (C.16)

Using the expansions (C.7)–(C.10), we find
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∂2
xfj = (a2 + a1 + a0 + a−1 + a−2) fj

+ (2a2 + a1 − a−1 − 2a−2) ∆x∂xf

+ (4a2 + a1 − a−1 − 4a−2)
∆x2

2!
∂2
xf

+ (8a2 + a1 − a−1 − 8a−2)
∆x3

3!
∂3
xf

+ (16a2 + a1 − a−1 − 16a−2)
∆x4

4!
∂4
xf . (C.17)

For the equation above to be true, the coefficients {aj} must satisfy the following

system of equations

0 = a2 + a1 + a0 + a−1 + a−2 , (C.18)

0 = 2a2 + a1 − a−1 − 2a−2 , (C.19)

1 = 4a2 + a1 − a−1 − 4a−2 , (C.20)

0 = 8a2 + a1 − a−1 − 8a−2 , (C.21)

0 = 16a2 + a1 − a−1 − 16a−2 , (C.22)

or, equivalently,



0

0

1

0

0


=



1 1 1 1 1

−2 −1 0 1 2

−4 −1 0 1 4

−8 −1 0 1 8

−16 −1 0 1 16





a−2

a−1

a0

a1

a2


. (C.23)

Note that the coefficient matrix may be rewritten to make the pattern more explicit

M =



(−2)0 (−1)0 00 10 20

(−2)1 (−1)1 01 11 21

(−2)2 (−1)2 02 12 22

(−2)3 (−1)3 03 13 23

(−2)4 (−1)4 04 14 24


. (C.24)
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Finding the solution then amounts to finding the inverse of the matrix M , which in

this case is given by

M−1 =



0 1/12 −1/24 −1/12 1/24

0 −2/3 2/3 1/6 −1/6

1 0 −5/4 0 1/4

0 2/3 2/3 −1/6 −1/6

0 −1/12 −1/24 1/12 1/24


. (C.25)

The second derivative coefficients are then given by column 2 (start counting from left

to write at 0). We must, however, multiply the coefficients by 2!/∆x2, which we absorbed

into the derivative along the way. We then have1

∂2
xfj = −fj+2 + 16fj+1 − 30fj + 16fj−1 − fj−2

2∆x2 . (C.26)

Note, also, that column 1 gives the coefficients to the first derivative, when multiplied

by 1!/∆x1:

∂xfj = −fj+2 + 8fj+1 − 8fj−1 + fj−2

12∆x
. (C.27)

This is the way finite difference coefficients are computed in NRPy+ (see [83] for more

details).

C.3 Upwinded and downwinded derivatives

From our previous discussion, it is clear that the stencils associated with centered finite

differences are symmetric, i.e. if we include the points (fj−2, fj−1), we can immediately

infer that the points (fj+1, fj+2) will also be included.

An upwinded derivative starts from the most general stencil that a centered finite

differences approximation has, (fj−N , fj−N+1, . . . , fj, . . . , fj+N−1, fj+N), and then shifts

the indices of the functions used by 1 in the positive direction. This means that we get

the new stencil (fj−N+1, . . . , fj, . . . , fj+N−1, fj+N , fj+N+1). Consider the case where N = 2

1Look at equation (C.23) again if you get confused about the order of the coefficients. In the way we
have written the matrix equation (C.23), each column of the matrix M−1 yields, from top to bottom,
the coefficients (a−2, a−1, a0, a1, a2).
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and the approximation is fourth-order. Then we must find the combination

∂xfj = a−1fj−1 + a0fj + a1fj+1 + a2fj+2 + a3fj+3 . (C.28)

Compare equations (C.28) and (C.16). We then need to find the inverse of the matrix

M =



(−1)0 (0)0 10 20 30

(−1)1 (0)1 11 21 31

(−1)2 (0)2 12 22 32

(−1)3 (0)3 13 23 33

(−1)4 (0)4 14 24 34


=



1 1 1 1 1

−1 0 1 2 3

1 0 1 4 9

−1 0 1 8 27

1 0 1 16 81


, (C.29)

which is given by

M−1 =



0 −1/4 11/24 −1/4 1/24

1 −5/6 −5/6 5/6 −1/6

0 3/2 1/4 −1 1/4

0 −1/2 1/6 1/2 −1/6

0 1/12 −1/24 −1/12 1/24


, (C.30)

and therefore we have

∂xfj = −3fj−1 − 10fj + 18fj+1 − 6fj+2 + fj+3

12∆x
. (C.31)

Similarly, a downwinded derivative shifts the indices of the functions used in the cen-

tered stencil by 1 in the negative direction, i.e.

∂xfj = a−3fj−3 + a−2fj−2 + a−1fj−1 + a0fj + a1fj+1 . (C.32)

Repeating the reasoning above we get

∂xfj = 3fj+1 + 10fj − 18fj−1 + 6fj−2 − fj−3

12∆x
. (C.33)

Note that upwinded/downwinded derivatives retain the accuracy of their centered

cousins with same stencil size. To see this for our particular example, consider the expan-

sion
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fj+3 = fj + 3∆x∂xfj + 9∆x2

2!
∂2
xfj + 27∆x3

3!
∂3
xfj + 81∆x4

4!
∂4
xfj + O

(
∆x5

)
. (C.34)

Then, writing the combination given in equation (C.31) in terms of the explicit expansions

(C.7), (C.2), (C.2), and (C.34) yields

− 3fj−1 + 18fj+1 − 6fj+2 + fj+3 = 10fj + 12∂xfj + O
(
∆x5

)
, (C.35)

as anticipated above.
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Appendix D

Von Neumann stability analysis

We will now discuss how to perform a von Neumann stability analysis of one or more

partial differential equations (PDE). This will naturally lead to the definition of the

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) factor.

D.1 Single PDE

Consider the PDE

∂tf(t, x) = v∂xf(t, x) , (D.1)

where v > 0 is the wave speed. Then, consider a foward-time, centered-space (FTCS)

finite-difference discretization of this PDE (refer to appendix C.1 for a description of the

notation below),

fn+1
j − fnj

∆t
= v

(
fnj+1 − fnj−1

2∆x

)
, (D.2)

which is a O (∆t+ ∆x2) accurate scheme. We then pose the question: is this an acceptable

scheme for solving the PDE (D.1)?

To answer this question, we will perform the von Neumann stability analysis of the

discretization scheme (D.2). We perform this analysis by assuming that the function fnj

behaves as

fnj = ξneikj∆x , (D.3)
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where k is the real spatial wave number and ξ = ξ(k) is a complex number. Notice that

ξn in the above equation means “ξ to the nth power”, not “ξ at time t = n · ∆t”. This

means that if |ξ(k)| > 1 for some k, the discretization scheme is unstable, since they will

have exponentially growing modes.

Inserting relation (D.3) into (D.2) we get

eikj∆x

∆t
(
ξn+1 − ξn

)
= v

∆x
ξneikj∆x

(
eik∆x − e−ik∆x

2

)
. (D.4)

Dividing through by ξneikj∆x we get

ξ − 1
∆t

= v

∆x

(
eik∆x − e−ik∆x

2

)
= iv

∆x
sin (k∆x) =⇒ ξ(k) = 1 + i

v∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x) . (D.5)

Computing the module of ξ(k) we get

|ξ(k)| =

√√√√1 +
[
v∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x)
]2

, (D.6)

which shows that |ξ(k)| > 1 (remember v > 0) for all values of k. The FTCS discretiza-

tion (D.2) of equation (D.1) is thus unconditionally unstable.

We have no other option but to choose a different discretization scheme. Consider,

then, a centered-time, centered-space (CTCS) scheme. This scheme has a special name:

the leapfrog scheme. Using it to discretize equation (D.1) we get

fn+1
j − fn−1

j

2∆t
= v

(
fnj+1 − fnj−1

2∆x

)
. (D.7)

Replacing relation (D.3) into (D.7) we get

eikj∆x

2∆t
(
ξn+1 − ξn

)
= v

∆x
ξneikj∆x

(
eik∆x − e−ik∆x

2

)
. (D.8)

Dividing through by ξn−1eikj∆x we have

ξ2 − 1
2∆t

= iv

∆x
ξ sin (k∆x) =⇒ ξ2 − 2iv∆t

∆x
sin (k∆x) ξ − 1 = 0 . (D.9)

Solving for ξ(k) we find that
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ξ(k) = i

[
v∆t sin (k∆x)

∆x

]
±

√√√√1 −
[
v∆t sin (k∆x)

∆x

]2

. (D.10)

Let us focus on the particular case where sin(k∆x) = ±1, so that its absolute value is

maximized. Then, if 1 −
[
v∆t
∆x

]2
≥ 0, the second term above is real and thus

|ξ(k)| =

√√√√(v∆t
∆x

)2

+ 1 −
(
v∆t
∆x

)2

= 1 , (D.11)

and the system is stable. Since ∆t > 0, ∆x > 0, and v > 0, we can write the condition

1 −
[
v∆t
∆x

]2
≥ 0 as

[
v∆t
∆x

]2

≤ 1 =⇒ v∆t
∆x

≤ 1 , (D.12)

which is known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition. One can define

C ≡ v∆t
∆x

, (D.13)

which is known as the CFL factor. The leapfrog scheme is only stable if the CFL condition

is satisfied, and thus the scheme is said to be conditionally stable.

Yet another option would be to choose a backward-time, centered-space (BTCS) dis-

cretization scheme,

fn+1
j − fnj

∆t
= v

(
fn+1
j+1 − fn+1

j−1

2∆x

)
. (D.14)

Notice that we can no longer solve for fn+1
j in terms of functions at the time level tn

alone, since the scheme couples it to its neighbors fn+1
j+1 and fn+1

j−1 at time level tn+1. This

is what is known as an implicit discretization scheme. Instead of sweeping over the grid,

we must find f at tn+1 for all values of xj at once, similar to what we do when solving an

elliptic equation.

Why choose such a complicated integration scheme? Well, if we perform a von Neu-

mann stability analysis we find that

ξ − 1 = iv∆t sin (k∆x)
∆x

ξ =⇒ ξ(k) = 1
1 − iv∆t

∆x sin (k∆x)
. (D.15)

Considering, again, sin (k∆x) = ±1, we have that
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|ξ(k)| =

√√√√√√
 1

1 +
(
v∆t
∆x

)2


2

+

 v∆t
∆x

1 +
(
v∆t
∆x

)2


2

=

√√√√√√√ 1 +
(
v∆t
∆x

)2

[
1 +

(
v∆t
∆x

)2
]2

=
√√√√√ 1

1 +
(
v∆t
∆x

)2 . (D.16)

Notice that since
(
v∆t
∆x

)2
> 0, |ξ(k)| < 1 for all k, and thus the discretization scheme is

unconditionally stable.

D.2 System of PDEs

We now illustrate the von Neumann stability analysis for a system of PDEs. Consider

the wave equation

∂2
t u(t, x) = c2∂2

xu(t, x) , (D.17)

and the auxiliary variables

v(t, x) ≡ ∂tu(t, x) , (D.18)

w(t, x) ≡ c∂xu(t, x) . (D.19)

Then we can rewrite the wave equation as the first-order system of PDEs

∂tv = c∂xw , (D.20)

∂tw = c∂xv . (D.21)

If we choose, say, a FTCS scheme, we have
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vn+1
j = vnj + c∆t

2∆x
(
wnj+1 − wnj−1

)
, (D.22)

wn+1
j = wnj + c∆t

2∆x
(
vnj+1 − vnj−1

)
. (D.23)

Assuming, now, that

vnj
wnj

 = ξneikj∆x

v0

w0

 , (D.24)

we can find the system of equations

ξv0 = v0 + i
c∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x)w0 , (D.25)

ξw0 = w0 + i
c∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x) v0 . (D.26)

We can rewrite this system in matrix form as

 1 − ξ i c∆t∆x sin (k∆x)

i c∆t∆x sin (k∆x) 1 − ξ

 ·

v0

w0

 = 0 , (D.27)

which can only be solved if

(1 − ξ)2 +
[
c∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x)
]2

= 0 =⇒ ξ(k) = 1 ± i
c∆t
∆x

sin (k∆x) . (D.28)

Thus, we again find that |ξ(k)| > 1 for all values of k and the FTCS discretization of the

wave equation is unconditionally unstable.
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Appendix E

Discretization of the EKG system in

the polar/radial gauge

We will present here the discretized version of equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.16), and (3.18),

as they are implemented in the SFcollapse1D code. The code supports both spherical

and SinhSpherical versions of the equations, so we present both of them here.

In the equations that follow, the variable A is defined as

A ≡ ln a . (E.1)
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E.1 Spherical coordinates

In spherical coordinates, the EKG+ADM system of equations, in the polar/radial gauge,

is discretized as

Φn+1
j − Φn−1

j

2∆t
= 1

2∆r

[
αnj+1

anj+1
Πn
j+1 −

αnj−1

anj−1
Πn
j−1

]
, (E.2)

Πn+1
j − Πn−1

j

2∆t
= 3
r2
j+1 − r3

j−1

[
r2
j+1

αnj+1

anj+1
Πn
j+1 − r2

i−1
αnj−1

anj−1
Πn
j−1

]
, (E.3)

An+1
j+1 − An+1

j

∆r
+

exp
(
An+1
j+1 + An+1

j

)
− 1

2rj+1/2

− 2πrj+1/2

{[1
2
(
Φn+1
j+1 + Φn+1

j

)]2
+
[1
2
(
Πn+1
j+1 + Πn+1

j

)]2}
= 0 , (E.4)

αn+1
j+1 − αn+1

j

∆r
+ 1

2
(
αn+1
j+1 + αn+1

j

)
1 −

[
1
2

(
an+1
j + an+1

j+1

)]2
rj+1/2

−
2
(
an+1
j+1 − an+1

j

)
∆r

(
an+1
j+1 + an+1

j

)
 = 0 ,

(E.5)

to order O (∆t2 + ∆r2).

E.2 SinhSpherical coordinates

In SinhSpherical coordinates, we introduce a new coordinate variable x which is uniformly

sampled in the interval [0, 1] via the transformation

r = A
sinh

(
x
w

)
sinh

(
1
w

) , (E.6)

with A and w user-specified parameters. The interpretation of A is that of rmax, the

position of the outer boundary of the computational domain, since when x = 1, r = A.

w is a parameter that regulates the sampling density in the radial coordinate. Lowering

the value of w increases the sampling near the origin in the radial coordinate (remember

that x is uniformly sampled!). An illustration of this is given in figure E.1.

The EKG+ADM system in SinhSpherical coordinates is obtained from equations

(3.10), (3.11), (3.16), and (3.18) by replacing

r → A
sinh

(
x
w

)
sinh

(
1
w

) and ∂r → w

A
sinh

(
1
w

)
cosh

(
x
w

)∂x , (E.7)
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0

x
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 1

rw=0.5
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 A = rmax

rw=0.3
r1r2r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 A = rmax

Figure E.1: Illustration of the grid structure for SinhSpherical coordinates. The top axis
corresponds to the x-coordinate, which is uniformily sampled in the interval [0, 1]. The
middle and bottom axis present the corresponding r-coordinate when the values w = 0.5
and w = 0.3, respectively, are plugged into equation (E.6). We emphasize that the grid
is not uniformily sampled in the r-coordinate, as we can clearly see in the figure, since
∆rj ≡ rj − rj−1 < ∆rj+1.

Thus, the EKG+ADM system of equations, in the polar/radial gauge and SinhSpherical

coordinates, is written as

∂tΦ = w

A
sinh

(
1
w

)
cosh

(
x
w

)∂x (α
a

Π
)
, (E.8)

∂tΠ = w

A
sinh

(
1
w

)
sinh2

(
x
w

)
cosh

(
x
w

)∂x [sinh2
(
x

w

)
α

a
Φ
]
, (E.9)

∂xα

α
− ∂xa

a
− a2 − 1
w tanh

(
x
w

) = 0 , (E.10)

∂xa

a
+ a2 − 1

2w tanh
(
x
w

) = 2π A2

w sinh2
(

1
w

) sinh
(
x

w

)
cosh

(
x

w

) (
Φ2 + Π2

)
, (E.11)

to order O (∆t2 + ∆r2). The discretization of these equations is complete analogous to

the one we have performed for the system in spherical coordinates and will not be repeated

here because it is just a long and tedious, albeit straightforward, exercise.
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Appendix F

Rescaling of tensorial quantities in

the BSSN formalism

When we use Brown’s covariant formulation of the BSSN equations [56], we are able to

choose any coordinate system we like and use the same form of the equations. Of partic-

ular interest are curvilinear coordinate systems, such as spherical-like and cylindrical-like

coordinates. Here we show how to handle the coordinate singularities that arise when

using curvilinear coordinate systems. Our discussion will be closely related to the NRPy+

implementation and, hopefully, will be fairly intuitive. For a more rigurous description

we recommend [25] and references therin.

Let us consider here, for example, the case of spherical coordinates, where we use

the standard variables (r, θ, φ). The transformations between spherical and Cartesian

coodinates are given by

x = r sin θ cosφ , r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 ,

y = r sin θ sinφ , θ = arccos z√
x2 + y2 + z2 ,

z = r cos θ , φ = arctan y
x
.

Now consider a spatial vector U i and assume that the components (Ux, U y, U z) of

this vector in Cartesian coordinates are smooth. Then, transforming this vector from

Cartesian to spherical coordinates is done using
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U i
Sph =

∂xiSph

∂xjCart
U i

Cart , (F.1)

so that, for example,

Uφ = ∂φ

∂x
Ux + ∂φ

∂y
Uy + ∂φ

∂z
U z

= −
(

y

x2 + y2

)
Ux +

(
x

x2 + y2

)
Ux

= −
( sinφ
r cos θ

)
Ux +

( cosφ
r cos θ

)
Uy . (F.2)

Similarly,

U r = (sin θ cosφ)Ux + (sin θ sinφ)Uy + (cos θ)U z , (F.3)

U θ =
(

cos θ cosφ
r

)
Ux +

(
cos θ sinφ

r

)
Uy −

(
sin θ
r

)
U z . (F.4)

Thus, we see that U r is also smooth everywhere, but U θ diverges when r → 0, while Uφ

diverges when r sin θ → 0. However, if we define

U r ≡ ur , (F.5)

U θ ≡ 1
r
uθ , (F.6)

Uφ ≡ 1
r sin θ

uφ , (F.7)

then the new vector ui is guaranteed to be smooth everywhere as well.

We thus define a scale factor, Si, which, in spherical coordinates, is given by

Si = (1, r, r sin θ) , (F.8)

and say that we rescale the vector U i, component-by-component, using

ui = SiU i , (F.9)
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where no summation of indices is performed. This means that we have

ur = SrU r , (F.10)

uθ = SθU θ , (F.11)

uφ = SφUφ . (F.12)

Notice that a covariant vector, Vi, is rescaled using

vi = Vi
Si

, (F.13)

a rank-2 contravariant tensor, T ij, is rescaled using

tij = SiSjT ij , (F.14)

a rank-3 mixed tensor, Ξi
jk, is rescaled using

ξijk = Si

SjSk
Ξi
jk , (F.15)

and so on. In all these relations we are not performing index summation. It should be

clear, also, that scalars need not be rescaled.

When evolving the BSSN equations in curvilinear coordinates, we introduce a new set

of rescaled BSSN variables, and evolve them in time instead. This new set of variables,

usually coupled with cell-centered grids, can be used to perform robust time evolutions

that avoid coordinate singularities. Notice that the spatial discretization is performed for

the rescaled variables, so that (we know the notation is confusing here, but remember

that there is no index summation)

∂jU
i = ∂j

(
ui

Si

)
= − ui

(Si)2∂jS
i + 1

Si
∂ju

i , (F.16)

is the actual equation on which we apply finite differences. For notational sake, the BSSN

rescaled variables we use in NRPy+ are called, respectively,

(
γ̄ij, Āij, ϕ,K, Λ̄i, α, βi, Bi

)
→
(
hij, aij, ϕ,K, λ

i, α,V i,Bi
)
. (F.17)
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